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Abstract

Globally coordinated climate action has resulted in suboptimal GHG emission reduc-
tions and unilateral, second-best, climate policies have so far provided the bulk of these
reductions. Using an open economy general equilibrium framework, we propose that the
adoption of climate policy is partly determined by a process of policy diffusion whereby
actions of foreign jurisdictions affect domestic conditions and policy decisions. We focus on
diffusion mechanisms related to (i) access to improved foreign abatement technology and
(ii) policy adoption by foreign jurisdictions. We apply our framework to the adoption of
feed-in tariffs (FiT), renewable portfolio standards (RPS) and carbon pricing mechanisms.
Overall, results highlight differences among policies. The evidence suggests that improved
access to climate change mitigation technologies leads to earlier adoption of RPS and car-
bon taxes but not FiT or an emissions trading system (ETS). It also suggests that countries
with common legacy institutions influence each other’s adoption decisions in the case of
FiT.
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1 Introduction

Under the architecture of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

(UNFCCC), and of the Paris Agreement in particular, the global climate change miti-

gation regime is only as strong as the sum of its parts —that is, emissions reductions
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commitments formulated by the Parties to the Convention and the policies enacted to

achieve them.1 Thus, to understand the dynamics of the global regime, we need to

understand the determinants of unilateral climate policy adoption.

Over the last three decades an increasing number of jurisdictions have adopted poli-

cies to help them achieve greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction. Typically, studies

seeking to explain adoption focus on internal political and economic conditions (e.g.,

Congleton (1992); Hahn (1990)). These studies, we believe, overlook an important ex-

planation for the developments observed over the last 30 years: policy diffusion. Indeed,

under the architecture of the Paris Agreement, mechanisms of policy diffusion may play

an outsized role in the strengthening of national—and hence global—climate change mit-

igation policy regimes.

Under the provisions of the agreement, parties are expected to submit upward revised

emissions reduction commitments every five years (Paris Agreement, art. 3, 4). That

time window, it is hoped, will allow parties to observe the stringency of each other’s

commitment as well as learn from each other’s (newly) adopted policies and technologies.

This, in turn, could reduce perceived or actual cost of regulating emissions and induce

more stringent domestic commitments.2 An indication that such a dynamic might already

be at play is provided by successive updates of the Climate Action Tracker thermometer

(CAT (Climate Action Tracker), 2021), which represents the projected median global

temperature rise (by 2100) implied by countries’ intended nationally determined con-

tributions (INDCs): every updated assessment of countries INDCs since 2015 resulted

in a lower projected temperature increase. Whether an ambitious global climate policy

regime can emerge from successive rounds of strengthening of unilateral national policies

1Since greenhouse gases (GHGs) are global pollutants, any environmentally effective solution requires
a reduction in world emissions. However, no world government capable of enforcing worldwide reduc-
tions in GHG emissions exists. Instead, a multitude of sovereign states interact within the Westphalian
system of international relations and its founding principles (self-determination, legal equality of states
and no third-party interference in internal affairs) make cooperation the only available option to effi-
ciently address global public good problems like climate change (Barrett, 2003). It is precisely these
principles—and their implications—that shaped the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC), formally established in 1992.

2Provisions of the agreement offer the flexibility to Parties to put forward emissions reduction strate-
gies based on a variety of abatement policies and technologies in the hope that it will foster their
demonstration and diffusion across sectors and jurisdictions (Paris Agreement, art. 6-1, 6-8, 7-6, 7-7,
10).
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depends crucially on the strength of policy diffusion mechanisms.

To identify salient mechanisms, we take stock of the main determinants of domestic

climate policies over the last 30 years: (i) free riding and the international competitive-

ness of domestic GHG-intensive sectors; (ii) the cost and availability of GHG-abatement

technologies and (iii) the uncertainty surrounding the political and economic implications

of said policies. Each of these concerns has contributed to keeping global, and most na-

tional, climate change mitigation ambitions low. Yet in recent years, the cost of some

GHG-abating technologies has plummeted, especially in the power sector (IRENA (In-

ternational Renewable Energy Agency), 2020), as some jurisdictions embarked on their

development and deployment. In addition, the adoption of (more stringent) climate

change mitigation policies by an increasing number of jurisdictions may have dampened

both free riding and international competitiveness concerns, as well as provided additional

information on (successful) policy designs.

Following Simmons and Elkins (2004), we hypothesize that the processes of policy

diffusion are related to two main mechanisms. : First, an alteration of the net payoffs

of domestic climate policy induced by (a) policy adoption in foreign jurisdictions which

alters the magnitude of free riding and the international competitiveness cost of more

stringent domestic environmental policy;3 and (ii) abatement technology development by

foreign jurisdictions which reduces the domestic cost of emissions reduction (see, e.g.,

Heal (1993)); and second, an update on the expected (political) cost of policy adoption,

derived from policy adoption in foreign jurisdictions.

Importantly, we note that the hypothesised mechanisms of diffusion are not necessarily

clear a priori and are explicitly accommodated in a static general equilibrium model based

on Copeland and Taylor (2003). First, it accounts for free riding and leakage effects

(Copeland and Taylor, 2005) that might result from changes in domestic environmental

regulation and are due to differences in relative input factor endowments, changes in

3For example, the international competitiveness disadvantage created by more stringent carbon pric-
ing policy is alleviated when all members of a closed trading club implement it. Such a club could be
closed de facto, a group of countries that trade mostly among themselves, or de jure, a group of countries
that implement external CO2 adjustment tariffs (see, e.g., Nordhaus (2015)).
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relative international prices, and so forth (see, e.g., Antweiler et al. (2001)).4 Second,

it highlights the role played by access to abatement technology, which is the motivation

behind discussions about its institutionalized transfer among groups of jurisdictions (e.g.,

UNFCCC, art. 4.5) and provides the rationale for a substantial body of work that seeks

to shed light on channels of (abatement) technology diffusion.5 Third, it captures the

informational signal that policy adoption contains. Governments often lack sufficient

understanding of the consequences of a particular policy innovation (Simmons and Elkins,

2004), in which case inaction may simply reflect a lack of accurate information. Climate

policy adoption by one jurisdiction may carry a signal about the low cost of the said

policy, prompting other jurisdictions to “mimick” their neighbour.

Using this framework as a guide for our empirical investigation, we test these hy-

potheses with respect to the adoption of four policies targeting the power sector: carbon

tax, emissions trading, feed-in tariffs, and renewable portfolio standards. The motivation

for our empirical focus is threefold. First, the power sector was faced early on with bind-

ing regulations mandating either GHG emissions reduction or the use of alternatives to

fossil fuel-based power generation technologies.6 Second, the four instruments analyzed

here constitute the main tools used so far to achieve these objectives. Third, a standard

hypothesis of the environmental economics literature is that environmental quality is a

normal good, and hence the stringency of environmental regulation can be expected to

rise as the national income grows. However, as in the case of SO2 and NOx emission reg-

ulation (Lovely and Popp, 2011), adoption of the policies discussed here does not seem

to be related (only) to levels of GDP per capita. Figure 1 shows the level of GDP per

4Antweiler et al. (2001) formulate two main hypotheses: the pollution haven hypothesis, which states
that since environmental regulation raises the cost of manufacturing goods, pollution-intensive economic
activity will relocate to jurisdictions with lower environmental standards, and the factor endowment
hypothesis, which claims that standard forces such as factor endowments and technology determine the
pattern of trade, not just environmental policy (Copeland and Taylor, 2003). Several empirical studies
have provided evidence in support of the second hypothesis and, de facto, cast serious doubt on the first
(Tobey, 1990; Grossman and Krueger, 1993; Jaffe et al., 1995).

5The focus of this paper is on the role played by bilateral relationships and, in that respect, differs
from approaches adopted, for example, by Vega and Mandel (2018). Their approach “accounts for the
impact of each country not only on its direct connections, but also on the global diffusion process” (462).

6Adoption of policies aiming at reducing emissions in other sectors of the economy (e.g., transport)
has recently gained momentum. However, these are relatively few and too recent to lend themselves to
a meaningful empirical investigation.
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capita against the year of policy adoption. If national income were the only determinant

of policy adoption, one would expect countries to adopt regulation at similar levels of

GDP per capita through time. Yet the panels in the figure indicate that other factors

might be at play, which suggests that an increase in national income, though important,

is not the only way to get countries to adopt more stringent climate policy. The literature

on policy diffusion offers a useful route to explain these recent climate policy adoption

events.
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Figure 1. Adoption of climate policies in national jurisdictions, 1990–2016

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces a formal

framework to support our empirical discussion, and Section 3 builds on it to introduce

our hypotheses. Section 4 presents the data, and Section 5 presents the modelling strategy

and results. Finally, Section 7 concludes.
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2 Theoretical Framework

We cast our discussion within a stylized multicountry general equilibrium model of inter-

national trade with transboundary pollution, adapted from Copeland and Taylor (2003).7

We distinguish between primary factors of production and consumption goods (Dixit and

Norman, 1980). Primary factors are nontradable while goods are tradable. Labour is mo-

bile across sectors but not across countries.

We assume that n is large and that all countries have the same relative size so that

each country cannot, individually, influence its terms of trade (Grossman and Helpman,

1991).8 The model is static, productive factors are in inelastic supply and environmental

quality is a global public good.9 Finally, factor endowments vary across countries and

determine trade patterns.

2.1 Technology

We assume strictly concave, constant returns to scale technology (CRS) and linearly ho-

mogenous production functions for both goods x and y. That is, the set of technologically

feasible (r, t), T , is convex. The production of good x generates pollution, e, as a by-

product, while the production of good y does not.10 The production function of the clean

good y is:

y = F (Ky, Ly). (1)

In industry X, abatement activity is considered to be costly to firms; that is, firms

7This is a two factors r = (r1 = K, r2 = L) – two goods t = (t1 = x, t2 = y) model. The two main
adjustments are (i) an explicit recognition of the role played by (improvements in) abatement technology
in the determination of domestic climate policy, and (ii) a reinterpretation of the regulatory threshold
as depending on expectations about the economic and political cost of policy intervention. Jurisdictions
are indexed by i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

8While assuming away the impact of domestic environmental policy on world prices excludes the
possibility for policy makers to manipulate their terms of trade by their choice of climate policy, it allows
us to keep the argument focused on the mechanisms of interest. Strategic setting of environmental policy
for the purpose of manipulation of the terms of trade is not considered here.

9The mechanisms under consideration in this paper are dynamic in nature (e.g. accumulation of
knowledge or abatement technology over time). However, so long as the policy decision is influenced
by the accumulated stock rather than flow variables, and that there are no intertemporal strategic
interactions, a static model is sufficient to capture the essence of the the problem at hand.

10This is without loss of generality and it can easily be extended to a context with m > 2 goods ex-
hibiting different emissions intensities. See Levinson and Taylor (2008) for a partial equilibrium example
and Copeland and Taylor (1994) for a general equilibrium discussion.
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produce potential output B(Kx, Lx) and can choose to redirect a fraction φ ∈ [0, 1] of

inputs to the abatement process, which will, in turn, reduce the net output of good x. In

other words, the net production of x is the difference between potential production and

production foregone due to the use of resources in abatement activity, (φKx, φLx). As a

result, emissions intensity in that sector is a choice variable. The joint production of x

and e is given by

x = B(Kx, Lx)−B(φKx, φLx)

= (1− φ)B(Kx, Lx) (2)

e = χ(φ)ΩB(Kx, Lx), (3)

where the second line of equation (2) follows from the CRS assumption. χ(φ) is the

abatement function, with more abatement efforts leading to less emissions—that is, dχ
dφ
<

0, and χ(0) = 1;χ(1) = 0.11

In the absence of abatement (φ = 0, χ(φ) = 1), each unit of good x produces Ω units

of pollution; conversely, if all resources are devoted to abatement (φ = 1, χ(φ) = 0), no

production takes place and thus no pollution is produced. 0 < Ω ≤ 1 is therefore the

unabated level of pollution attached to each unit of the dirty good and can be interpreted

as a technological parameter for the abatement activity.12 A decrease in Ω then denotes

an improvement in the abatement technology (Brock and Taylor, 2010) and, for given

levels of potential production and abatement effort, a decrease in emissions.

As shown in Section 3.3, this parameter plays a central role in the determination

of a jurisdiction’s equilibrium emissions (i.e., climate policy). As a result, mechanisms

leading to improvements in domestic abatement technology, which constitute one of the

focal points of our discussion, are particularly important.

To keep the discussion as focused as possible on this parameter, we note that, given

equation (3), constraining the number of pollution units that the sector is allowed to

11As noted by Copeland and Taylor (2003), adopting this specification is equivalent to assuming an
explicit pollution abatement function. (See Appendix A.1.)

12Restricting Ω to values below or equal to 1 ensures that emission intensity is below or equal to 1
and avoids unnecessary complexities in the firm’s profit maximization problem. In Copeland and Taylor
(2003), Ω is constant and, by choice of units, set equal to 1.
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release in the environment constrains its net production in the same way limited avail-

ability of an input would. Therefore, following Copeland and Taylor (2003, 2004) we treat

pollution as an input into the production process of good x and reformulate equation (2)

accordingly. Under the assumption that χ(φ) = (1− φ)α, we can rewrite equation (2) as

x =
( e

Ω

)α
B(Kx, Lx)

1−α (4)

which expresses the net production of x as a function of effective emissions, e/Ω (i.e.,

emissions per emissions required for a unit of potential output), and potential output.

Proof. See Appendix A.2.

Equation (4) allows us to make three observations with important implications for

domestic climate policy. First, it highlights once again the importance of the quality

of the abatement technology: as emissions per unit of potential output (Ω) decrease,

net output increases. This is because improvements in abatement technology free up

resources that were previously devoted to abatement, making them available for actual

production (see the discussion in Appendix A.2). In other words, for a given e, as the

abatement technology improves, the production of the dirty good expands. Second, an

improvement in abatement technology decreases the emissions intensity of the economy.13

The third observation is summarized in the following lemma.

Lemma 1. The effect on the net output of good x of a change in pollution emissions

decreases in Ω; that is,
∣∣ ∂x
∂e

∣∣
ΩLow

∣∣ > ∣∣ ∂x
∂e

∣∣
ΩHigh

∣∣.
Proof. The cost of tightening pollution policy in sector X is driven by the diversion of

resources from actual production to abatement activities. From equation (4) it is easy to

13This observation uses a standard implication of Cobb-Douglas production functions: the share of
payments in total value added to a factor of production is equal to the associated output elasticity
parameter; that is,

δ e
Ω

px
= α⇔ i ≡ e

x
=
αΩp

δ
(5)

where δ is the price of emissions (see Section 2.2) and p is the relative price of good x. Furthermore,
equation (5) indicates that emissions intensity also depends on emissions price (δ). (Appendix A.4
discusses that relationship further.)
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see how net output changes as a result of a change in allowed emissions:

∂x

∂e
= α

eα−1

Ωα
B(Kx, Lx)

1−α > 0, (6)

which increases as Ω decreases.

Although this lemma might seem counterintuitive, it reflects the increased opportunity

cost of reducing emissions when the economy is very efficient at abating—that is, when

the productivity of each unit of pollution (x/e) is high.

2.2 Production Decision and Pollution Demand

Equipped with these technological priors, we now look at the production decision of

firms.14 This decision determines the relative size of the dirty sector and, ultimately,

determines the pollution demand schedule, which will affect optimal climate policy.

Good y is the numeraire (with price py normalized to 1), and the relative price of

good x in terms of good y is denoted p. The optimal output vector t = (x, y) will

depend on primary input endowments, r = (K,L); output prices, p = (p, 1); and for the

pollution-emitting sector, emissions e. Thus, the firms’ problem is

max
t
{p.t | (t, r, e/Ω)feasible}. (7)

Since input factors (K, L) are supplied inelastically, the firms’ decision determines the

relative allocation of inputs into each sector. In the dirty good sector, the firms face the

additional decision of how much of these resources to devote to abatement. The solution

to this problem defines the optimum (technologically feasible) vector of output,

t̂ ≡ t(p, r, e/Ω). (8)

Consequently, the (maximum) revenue function can be defined as

g
(
p,K, L,

e

Ω

)
= p.t(p, r, e/Ω). (9)

The revenue function is convex in p, 5ppg(p, r, e/Ω) > 0, but concave in r,

14The detailed production decision problem of firms in sectors x and y is presented in Appendix A.3.
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5rrg(p, r, e/Ω) < 0.15 In addition, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2. The revenue function is increasing and concave in e

∂g(p, r, e/Ω)/∂e > 0; ∂g(p, r, e/Ω)/∂2e < 0, (a)

but decreasing and convex in Ω

∂g(p, r, e/Ω)/∂Ω < 0; ∂g(p, r, e/Ω)/∂2Ω < 0. (b)

That is, as the abatement technology deteriorates, revenue falls at a decreasing rate.

Proof. (a) The fact that the revenue function is increasing in e follows from Lemma 1, and

the concavity of the revenue function in e can be justified following the same argument

as for r (see Dixit and Norman 1980, 31). (b) With relative price p and total resources r

held constant, a deterioration of the abatement technology will (i) induce a reallocation

of resources from the dirty to the clean sector, as clean good production is now relatively

more profitable (see equation (A.6) in Appendix A.3); and (ii) reduce net output in the

dirty sector (see equation 4). Similarly, convexity results from the convexity in Ω of the

production in the dirty sector.

If we further assume that profit-maximizing firms maximize national income, this

revenue function can be interpreted as the national income function, G(p,K, L, e
Ω

).16

Hence we write

I ≡ G
(
p,K, L,

e

Ω

)
= max

x,y

{
p · t : t ∈ T (K,L,

e

Ω
)
}
, (10)

where I denotes the national income. The national income function preserves all the

properties of the revenue function.

At this stage, it is useful to note the relationship between the national income func-

tion and the price of emissions. For given prices and factor endowments, the value of

15For an informal justification of this statement, see Dixit and Norman (1980), 31.
16The assumption that profit-maximizing firms in perfectly competitive environments maximize na-

tional income is a standard result in microeconomic theory that has been used extensively in the inter-
national trade literature. It holds as long as the negative environmental externality considered does not
cause adverse production externalities. See Copeland and Taylor (1994, 1995).
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a pollution permit, denoted δ, is the marginal effect on national income of additional

pollution:

δ ≡ ∂G(p, r, e/Ω)

∂e
(11)

Lemma 3. A marginal increase in domestic environmental policy stringency leads to a

loss of domestic income, I, of δ.

Proof. This follows straightforwardly from equation (11) and results from the diversion

of some domestic resources to abatement activity in the dirty good sector, which in turn

reduces the net (optimal) supply by domestic producers.17

In addition, note that equation 11 gives the demand schedule of firms for pollution.

Given that G(.) is concave in e (Lemma 2), the demand schedule is decreasing. Hence,

we also have the following lemma.

Lemma 4. For a given net output of the dirty good sector, an improvement in the abate-

ment technology reduces pollution demand; that is, ∂G(p,r,e/Ω)
∂e∂Ω

> 0.

Proof. First, note from equation (5) that the demand for pollution can be expressed as the

emissions intensity times the production of good x; that is e = i(p, δ,Ω) × x(p, δ,K, L).

Now, using equation (5) again, it is easy to note that an improvement in abatement

technology (i.e., a decrease in Ω) leads to a decrease in emissions intensity – a tech-

nique effect. Hence, for a given level of production in the X sector, an improvement in

abatement technology decreases demand for pollution.

2.3 Consumers

Let us assume the existence of N identical consumers in each country. Consumers de-

rive utility from the consumption of both goods x and y and incur disutility —damage

(D)—from global pollution E. The utility function is strongly separable with respect to

17Moreover, given the concavity in p of the national income function, the marginal value (in terms
of national income) of a domestic unit of pollution increases with the price of the dirty good, which,
under certain conditions, would further reduce incentives for unilateral action. Yet, Copeland and Taylor
(2005) showed that, in addition to the standard positive incentive to free-ride, a small economy’s reaction
to other jurisdictions’ emissions reductions would depend on the substitution and income effects induced
by a change in the relative price of the dirty good.
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consumption goods and environmental quality. Each consumer of jurisdiction i has the

following utility:

U i ≡ U i(x, y, E) = ui(x, y)−D(E), (12)

where E =
∑

j ej +ei and ej denotes the emissions of jurisdiction j.18 uix(x, y), uiy(x, y) ≥

0, uixx(x, y), uiyy(x, y) < 0 and D′(E) > 0, D′′(E) > 0. Note, in addition, that ui(x, y)

is homothetic.19 Consumers maximize utility given goods prices, which determine the

revenue function specified by equation (9), and (global) pollution levels. Using duality,

we can write consumer i’s indirect utility function, which gives the maximum utility

attainable for given prices and income (I), as

V i ≡ V (p, I, E) = v(p, I)−D(E) (14)

Consumers earn their revenue from their ownership of factors of production, capital, and

labour, which are remunerated at the equilibrium market rate. In a perfectly competitive

economy, the total value of payments to all factors of production is equal to the maximum

value of production. It will thus depend on the composition of the economic production,

the price at which said production is sold, and environmental policy. Eventually, using

the homotheticity assumption, function v(.) can be written as a function of real income

– I/ω(p), where ω(p) is a price index:

V i(p, I, E) = v(p, I)−D(E) = v(1, I/ω(p))−D(E)

V i(R,E) ≡ v(R)−D(E). (15)

This means that the consumers’ indirect utility boils down to the indirect utility

18Note that equation (12) assumes that the consumer does not derive any utility from global envi-
ronmental quality. One could take this form of altruism into account by attributing a strictly positive
weight to the damage that domestic emissions impose on other jurisdictions. For example,

U i ≡ U i(x, y, E) = ui(x, y)− [αD1(E)] + βD2(E)], (13)

where β = 1 − α < 1 and D1 and D2 denote domestic and foreign (or world) environmental damage,
respectively. Care for the global environment will reduce equilibrium emissions level.

19With homotheticity, the analysis is simplified in two ways. First, the indirect utility function can be
written as an increasing function of real income. Second, it ensures that relative consumption patterns
do not change with income which, in turn, makes trade patterns dependent on factor endowments and
relative costs only (Copeland and Taylor, 2003).
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derived from real income, R, net of the damage from global emissions, E.

2.4 Equilibrium Pollution Supply

Climate policies have been developed at the global level over the last three decades in

a largely uncoordinated and noncooperative fashion.20 We therefore consider a nonco-

operative Nash equilibrium where pollution policy is endogenous and decided by a self-

interested government, which maximizes the utility of a representative consumer given

world prices and rest-of-the-world (ROW) emissions.21 Government policy is cast in terms

of pollution targets, ei. The problem of the government is as follows:

max
ei

V i(R,E) (16)

s.t. : R = [G(p,K, L,
ei
Ω

)]/ω(p) (17)

E = E−i + ei, (18)

where E−i is the total aggregate emissions of all jurisdictions bar the emissions of juris-

diction i. The optimality condition of this maximization problem is:

VRRE︸ ︷︷ ︸
(1)

+VRRppe︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2)

+ VE︸︷︷︸
(3)

= 0 (19)

Proof. To obtain equation (19), we acknowledge all the direct and indirect dependencies

of V i on domestic emissions ei. First, domestic emissions affect the indirect utility via

their impact on the national (real) income (see equation 15). They can affect the national

income in two ways: (i) directly, by constraining the production of the dirty good, ei
Ω

(see

Lemma 3); or (ii) indirectly, by altering the relative price of the dirty good on world

markets, p(e). Second, domestic emissions affect the indirect utility via their impact on

20Perhaps with the exception of the Kyoto Protocol and the European Union. However, as has been
argued in previous literature, the emissions reduction objective agreed to by parties to the protocol might
not be far off their non-cooperative policy (Barrett, 1994).

21Unlike Lovely and Popp (2011), we do not consider the policymaking entity to be politically moti-
vated—that is, it does not attach any weight to contributions of politically organized groups.
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total world emissions E. To show this more clearly, we write

V i(G(p(e), K, L,
ei
Ω

)/ω(p)︸ ︷︷ ︸
R

, E−i + ei︸ ︷︷ ︸
E

), (20)

of which we take the total derivative with respect to ei. (Given the presence of indirect

dependencies of V on ei and composed functions, we must resort to the chain rule.) This

derivative is then written as

dV

dei
=
∂V

∂R

∂R

∂p

dp

dei
+
∂V

∂R

∂R

∂ei
+
∂V

∂E

dE

dei
. (21)

Note that dE
dei

= d[E−i+ei]
dei

= dE−i
dei

+ 1. Hence if the domestic economy takes other

jurisdictions’ emissions as given, which is our baseline assumption, then dE−i
dei

= 0 and

dE
dei

= 1.22 Importantly, from the point of view of the domestic economy, this term cap-

tures free-riding and leakage issues. Indeed, if an economy’s decision to reduce domestic

emissions leads to less absolute reduction in world emissions, dE/dei < 1, then domestic

incentives to reduce emissions will decrease.

Next, defining VR ≡ ∂V
∂R

, Rp ≡ ∂R
∂p

, pe ≡ ∂p
∂e

and VE ≡ ∂V
∂E

yields the left-hand side

of equation (19). Finally, note that V is a concave function because of the structure

imposed on u(.) earlier. Hence, setting equation (21) to 0 defines a maximum.

That is, the government’s decision reflects the tradeoff between the direct effect of

emissions change on the nation’s real income (1), the effect of the induced change in

the price of the dirty good on real income (2), and the effect of emissions change on

the consumer’s utility (3). However, if world prices are exogenous to domestic policy

changes—that is, pe ≡ dp
dei

= 0—(2) is equal to zero and there is no domestic real income

effect of a change in domestic emissions via changes in world prices. Hence,

RE = −VE/VR︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡MD(R,E)

(22)

with VE < 0 and VR > 0. Equation (22) equates the marginal benefit of increased

22We relax that assumption in Section 3.2.
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emissions (i.e., the resulting increase in real income) to the domestic marginal damage of

pollution and defines the optimal level of emissions e∗. Given that domestic consumers

account for domestic benefits of emissions abatement only, this outcome is suboptimal

from a global planner’s perspective.

3 Determinants of equilibrium climate policy

3.1 National Income

In this setup, global environmental quality is a normal good. Formally, we make the

following proposition:

Proposition 1. As real income rises, equilibrium emissions decrease.

Proof. Note that an increase in real income lowers the marginal utility of income (VR);

that is, VRR < 0. This, in turn, raises the marginal damage of emissions for a given

level of emissions (MDR > 0). As a result, equation (22) defines a lower emissions

equilibrium.

3.2 Free Riding, International Market Power and Carbon Leak-

age

The effect of climate policy strengthening in an open economy (i.e., a tighter emissions

cap) is twofold. First, it may have an impact on national income. Second, if the economy

is large relative to the size of the world market, increased emissions reduction might lead

to significant free riding by noncommitted economies as well as ‘carbon leakage’ if its

action induces a rise in the relative price of the dirty good (Copeland and Taylor, 2005),

both of which reduce the environmental effectiveness of the domestic policy tightening.

To understand these effects, it is helpful to analyze the situation of a small and

large emitter separately. For a small open economy with no international market power,

pe ≡ dp
dei

= 0, and the income effect of domestic environmental policy tightening boils

down to (1) in equation 19. It is therefore strictly negative. In addition, the emissions
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(as a share of the world total) of such an economy are likely to be small and hence any

policy tightening is unlikely to induce any significant free riding (dE−i
dei
≈ 0).

For a country with some international market power, pe ≡ dp
dei

< 0 and the total

income effect will now be given by (1) + (2) in equation (19), where the impact of a

change in the world price of the dirty good on real income, Rp, depends on the country’s

net position with regard to exports of the dirty good. It is positive (negative) if the

country is a net exporter (importer) of the dirty good (Copeland and Taylor, 2005). As

a result, while the total income effect of policy tightening is unequivocally negative for a

large net importer of the dirty good, its sign is ambiguous for a large net exporter.23

A large economy (or a sufficiently large group of economies) would also account for

the fact that its own (unilateral) emissions reduction might: (i) induce free riding on the

part of other economies; or (ii) lead to a change in the world price of the dirty good and

induce carbon leakage.24 To see these latter effects formally, consider again dE−i
dei

and note

that it can be decomposed as follows:

dE−i
dei

=
∂E−i
∂ei︸ ︷︷ ︸
(A)

+
∂E−i
∂p︸ ︷︷ ︸

(B.1)

dp

dei︸︷︷︸
(B.2)︸ ︷︷ ︸

(B)

, (23)

where (A) captures the pure free-riding effect and (B) captures the leakage effect, which

depends on the sensitivity of ROW emissions to the relative price of the dirty good in

international markets (B.1) and a country’s international market power (B.2). The free

riding effect is negative—that is, domestic emission reductions induce non-committed

foreign jurisdictions to increase theirs. The leakage effect is negative, since dp/dei ≤ 0

23Although it is possible that some net dirty good exporters have considered this effect, the record of
climate policy development does not suggest that it has been strong enough to offset the direct negative
income impact (1) as well as the impact of free riding and carbon leakage, and induce significant emissions
reduction. Hence we rule out this possibility in our empirical investigation.

24Copeland and Taylor (2005) show that leakage is not inevitable. (see previous note). It is also
worth noting that the literature on carbon leakage identifies two leakage mechanisms (see, e.g., Fowlie
and Reguant (2018)): (i) a trade channel, whereby the production of the dirty good is relocated to juris-
dictions with less stringent environmental regulation; and (ii) an input price channel, whereby stringent
environmental regulation in a large country leads to a substantial reduction in demand for a polluting
input, putting downward pressure on its price in the international market and thereby incentivizing
its use in noncommitted countries. The present framework accounts for the first of these mechanisms
only. In practice, however, there is little ex-post evidence that carbon pricing and the climate policies
implemented so far have induced significant carbon leakage (see, e.g., Ward et al. (2015)).
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and ∂E−i/∂p > 0. As a result, dE−i
dei

< 0.

The free-riding problem occurs even if countries do not engage in international trade

and is only a function of the share of unconstrained world emissions. Carbon leak-

age, on the contrary, also depends on a country’s market power, which determines the

magnitude of impact of domestic regulatory changes on the relative price of the dirty

good in international markets. If a country has no market power (dp/dei = 0), then

dE−i/dei = ∂E−i/∂ei; if it has some market power, then the extent of the leakage ef-

fect depends on the country’s market power and the responsiveness of RoW emissions to

domestic policy tightening (B.1).

The free-riding and leakage effects are both positively related to the number of non-

committed countries or, more precisely, the share of unconstrained emissions; that is,

dE−i/dei increases (in absolute terms) if the latter increases. This effect induces higher

equilibrium emissions or, equivalently, lower climate policy ambition. Equivalently,

Proposition 2. Reduced free riding (or reduced carbon leakage) tightens the domestic

abatement equilibrium.

Proof. More stringent foreign climate policy (a decrease in the share of unconstrained

RoW emissions) lowers the value (in absolute terms) of A and B.1 in equation (23). Hence,

denoting foreign climate policy stringency by η, we can write
∣∣∣∂E−i
∂ei
|ηhigh

∣∣∣ < ∣∣∣∂E−i
∂ei
|ηlow

∣∣∣;
that is, more stringent foreign climate policy strengthens the incentive for domestic policy

strengthening.

Much of the discussion around strengthening climate policy in relatively richer and

larger economies has therefore focused on ways to avoid free riding and carbon leakage,

providing the motivation for calls to increase the number of economies committing to

emissions reduction and, more specifically, increase the share of world GHG emissions

covered by such commitments.
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3.3 Technological Spillovers

As section 2.4 suggested, and as highlighted by integrated assessment modelling exer-

cises (e.g., Kriegler et al. (2014)), abatement technology, Ω, is a key determinant of the

economy’s (equilibrium) level of emissions. In particular, under certain conditions, an

improvement in domestic abatement technology reduces equilibrium emissions. To see

this, recall from the proof of Lemma 4 that an improvement in abatement technology

induces a technique effect, and observe from Appendix A.3 that it also induces a compo-

sition effect. For a given price of emissions, the former lowers total emissions in the dirty

sector (∂G(p,r,e/Ω)
∂e∂Ω

> 0; see Lemma 4) whereas the latter raises them. Hence, the effect on

equilibrium emissions will depend on the relative intensity of both effects. We thus make

the following proposition:

Proposition 3. Assuming that the composition effect is smaller than the technique ef-

fect, an improvement in abatement technology reduces equilibrium emissions as defined

by equation 22.

Proof. Formally, the technique and composition effects are apparent in e = i(p, δ,Ω) ×

x(p, δ,K, L). Assuming that the decrease in emissions intensity—that is, the technique

effect (Lemma 4) more than outweighs the rise in dirty good production arising from

the diversion of resources from the clean to the dirty sector (composition effect), an

improvement in domestic abatement technology shifts the pollution demand schedule to

the left and reduces total (equilibrium) emissions.

3.4 Updated Information

The third channel through which domestic policy decisions can be altered is via an update

of the informational set from which governments draw. Governments introducing a major

policy innovation often lack information to understand the magnitude of its implementa-

tion cost and have little foreign experience to draw on in order to judge its effectiveness

(Simmons and Elkins, 2004).25 This can delay implementation of more stringent envi-

25In terms of climate policy this can represent the cost associated with the reallocation of resources
from one industrial sector to another or the political cost of sustaining abatement policies (Mideksa,
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ronmental policy. Early policy experience reveals information about the actual cost of

implementation as well as institutional design features that can reduce them.26 There-

fore, the accumulation of information on past (foreign) policy experience would induce

a reduction in the expected political and societal cost of policy adoption and lead to

increased domestic policy stringency.

To show this in a more formal way, we start by noting that the government’s first

decision (prior to choosing the emissions level) is whether or not to regulate, and it will

choose the option that maximizes the representative consumer’s utility. In the presence of

regulation, pollution is chosen according to equation (22) and utility rises monotonically

with income. In the no regulation case, the consumer faces ever-increasing pollution,

which, assuming decreasing marginal utility of consumption and constant marginal disu-

tility of pollution, implies that utility initially rises and ultimately declines with income

(see Appendix A.5). If the regulation is expected to require a fixed amount of primary

inputs (K̄, L̄), regulatory activity will not occur until a threshold level of income, Ī, above

which the consumers’ utility under regulation surpasses their utility under no regulation,

is reached. Equivalently, a decrease in the expected regulatory cost reduces the income

threshold at which policy activity is triggered. We define the expected regulatory cost as

E(K̄, L̄) ≡ Φ and formalize what we have discussed in the following proposition:

Proposition 4. A decrease in the expected fixed cost of regulation lowers the policy ac-

tivity income threshold; that is, ∂Ī/∂Φ > 0.

Proof. See Appendix A.5.

4 Empirical Analysis and Data

The above theoretical framework described in Section 1 relates policy adoption to three

sets of factors: (i) national income, free riding and carbon leakage; (ii) access to foreign

abatement technology; and (iii) information on policy adoption by foreign jurisdictions.

2016).
26For instance, at the international level, one can think of the EU-ETS as playing such role; at the

subnational level, California’s ETS might be thought of as playing a similar role with respect to other
US states.
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We apply this framework to the adoption of four climate policy instruments targeting

the power sector—namely, emissions trading, carbon tax, feed-in-tariffs (FiT) for wind

and solar, and renewable portfolio standards (RPS). We collected data on the adoption

of these policies and construct variables capturing the factors under investigation. Our

sample includes up to 126 countries with yearly observations from 1990 to 2016.27

4.1 Policies

As of 2016, the last year of our sample, feed-in tariffs had been introduced in 76 countries,

21 countries had enforced renewable portfolio standards, 11 had implemented carbon

taxes, and 34 had been operating an emissions trading system (REN21, 2020; Dolphin,

2020; World Bank, 2020).28

We measure adoption as a binary variable indicating whether a country had adopted

the policy by year t.29 Information on (the year of) adoption of these policies is not

readily available. Adoption data on carbon pricing mechanisms was collected as part of

an earlier effort (Dolphin et al., 2020). Information on the adoption of feed-in tariffs and

renewable portfolio standards was collected from REN21 (2020) and supplemented with

information from the International Energy Agency policies database (IEA, 2020). Figure

2 shows, for each type of policy, the cumulative number of countries having adopted the

policy by year t as a percentage of the total number of countries in our sample (126),

over the period 1990-2016.

Typically, policy adoption over time follows a S-shaped trajectory: a relatively long

period of time with few early adopters is followed by a period exhibiting a higher rate of

27As in Simmons and Elkins (2004), our data is both left- and right-censored. Left-censoring means
that observations for some countries are missing in the first half of the 1990s due to the unavailability of
some data for these countries in that period. However, all countries are observed for at least one period
prior to policy adoption. Right-censoring means that many countries did not adopt the policy by the
end of the sample period.

28Note that these figures are specific to the power sector and include both existing and terminated
schemes. A number of countries (e.g., some of those participating in the EU ETS) introduced carbon
taxes in other sectors of their economy. In addition, some countries (e.g., Sweden) terminated their
carbon tax in the power sector when this sector was included in an emissions trading system.

29Our focus is on policy adoption, not policy reversals or repeals. This implies that there are only
two “policy states” possible and the “policy event”—that is, introduction of a climate change mitigation
policy—occurs only once. In addition, note that the collected information reflects policy development at
the country level and ignores subnational developments.
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Figure 2. Climate policy adoption in the power sector

adoption, which is, in turn, itself followed by a period with a low adoption rate. In the

present case, while the adoption of feed-in tariffs and, to an extent, renewable portfolio

standards exhibit such a pattern, the adoption of carbon pricing policies does not. Figure

2 shows this clear contrast and suggests that these policies are in different stages of their

international diffusion.

This contrast, together with the differing natures of these policies at hand, is worth

noting. While one might be considered that all policies contribute to GHG emissions

reductions, only carbon pricing mechanisms directly target the GHG externality. FiT

and RPS target R&D market failures and are perhaps primarily technology policies. In

addition, except for a few countries that introduced carbon taxes in the first half of

the 1990s, policies that provided technology support—and, incidentally, did not create

an explicit price signal on CO2 emissions—were clearly favored by policymakers. The

introduction of carbon pricing mechanisms is a much more recent phenomenon.

4.2 Hypotheses and Covariates

Some of the factors discussed in this paper, such as access to the international techno-

logical frontier in abatement technologies or information from policy adoption in foreign
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jurisdictions, are underpinned by specific diffusion channels and hence are “spatial” in

nature. We construct variables that capture them by combining proxies for the techno-

logical frontier or policy adoption in foreign countries (x) with relevant spatial weight

matrices (Γ). These “diffusion regressors” (Simmons and Elkins, 2004) are defined as

follows:

Λi,t(Γi,t, xt) ≡
∑
j∈Θi,t

γi,j,t × xj,t

where i denotes the country and t the year; Θi,t is the set of all partner jurisdictions of

jurisdiction i in year t; γi,j,t is the partner-specific bilateral weight in year t; and xj,t is the

partner-specific value of variable x in that same year. The elements of Γ vary according

to the nature of the “distance”/channel between spatial units. We next present the

empirical proxies associated with each of these mechanisms.

4.2.1 National Income, Free Riding and Leakage Risk

Our first hypothesis relates to the negative relationship between national income and

equilibrium emissions.

Hypothesis 1. An increase in real income raises the marginal damage of emissions and

lowers equilibrium emissions level.

Proof. Follows immediately from Proposition 1.

We use GDP per capita (PPP, thousand constant 2011 USD), which captures the

standard income effect and, assuming that environmental quality is a normal good, should

have a positive influence of policy adoption.

Our next hypothesis relates to our argument that the effect of free riding on pol-

icy adoption is independent from trade relationships and that it is a function of policy

stringency across the rest of the world.

Hypothesis 2 (a). The introduction of (more stringent) climate change mitigation poli-

cies by the rest of the world reduces free riding and strengthens the domestic abatement

equilibrium.
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Proof. Follows immediately from Proposition 2.

We capture the risk of free riding by a measure of the mean policy at the global level:

the share of global power sector emissions covered by the policy under study. The risk of

free riding decreases as the global mean policy rises.30

Finally, we consider the trade-related carbon leakage, which, unlike free riding, is

related to a country’s trading relationships.

Hypothesis 2 (b). The introduction of (more stringent) climate change mitigation poli-

cies by trading partners reduces the risk of carbon leakage and strengthens the domestic

abatement equilibrium.

Proof. Follows immediately from Proposition 2.

Our proxy for the leakage risk is a weighted average of the policy stringency in import

partner countries. Policy stringency is captured by an indicator recording the presence

(absence) of policy, multiplied by the CO2 intensity (CO2/MWh) of the power sector.31

The logic behind this proxy is that jurisdictions will be more sensitive to policies imple-

mented by their larger (relative to total imports) and dirtier import partners. Leakage

risk per se is inversely related to the policy stringency of import partners. Hence, a higher

value denotes a lower leakage risk. Figure 3 present this metric for selected jurisdictions.

4.2.2 Abatement Technology Stock

Section 3.3 shows how the abatement equilibrium depends on the quality of the abatement

technology. Therefore, how this technology is developed and accumulated by a jurisdic-

30Simmons and Elkins (2004) use the average of countries with the policy in the sample (mean global
policy). They interpret this variable as the ”global norm” and suggest that the probability of adoption
increases as it increases; that is, as the global norm veers toward adoption of the policy, this puts
increased pressure on countries that have yet to adopt it. We estimated models with such a variable in
earlier versions of this work.

31Another way to measure leakage risk is to assess the policy stringency of countries with which a
country competes in the same foreign markets (see Simmons and Elkins (2004)). In addition, potentially
more accurate measures of policy stringency could be constructed based, for instance, on the observed
level of carbon prices, feed-in rate, or renewable energy target. While a comprehensive dataset of carbon
prices is available from Dolphin et al. (2020), this is not the case for feed-in rates or target renewables
shares in electricity production. Botta and Kozluk (2014) collected such data for the development of
an environmental policy stringency index, but those data are limited to OECD (and a few non-OECD)
economies.
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Figure 3. Leakage risk

tion plays a significant role in the evolution of its CO2 emissions and policy activity.

One possibility for such accumulation is the spillover of foreign technological develop-

ment (i.e. foreign jurisdictions’ abatement technology stock) on domestic abatement

technology (Bloom et al., 2013; Dechezlepretre and Glachant, 2011). This accumulation

of technology in foreign partners might enhance home productivity or prompt countries

inside the technological frontier to imitate the products of frontier countries. For exam-

ple, Lanjouw and Mody (1996) show that imported equipment was a major source of

environmental technology for some countries, especially in East Asia. We denote these
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jurisdiction-specific spillovers as ψ, formally accounting for them by assuming an explicit

dependence of domestic abatement technology: Ω(ψ) , with ψ > 0 and ∂Ω(.)
∂ψ

< 0. This

leads to our third hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3. Access to improved foreign abatement technology strengthens the domestic

abatement equilibrium.

Proof. Follows immediately from Proposition 3.

The literature has mainly focused on bilateral transfers of technology across jurisdic-

tions and has noted three main market channels: (i) international trade in intermediate

goods (e.g., export and import of equipment);32; (ii) foreign direct investments (e.g.,

multinational corporations can bring home country clean production techniques to host

countries); and (iii) licensing. We focus on the first channel and suggest that the strength

of the technology spillover effect is linked to bilateral trade relationships (Grossman and

Helpman, 1991). Thus the domestically available foreign abatement technology, Ω(ψ), de-

pends on (i) foreign abatement technology stock and (ii) its transfer through international

trade.33

Our primary focus is on technology accessed through imports, as in Lovely and Popp

(2011).34 Imports of intermediate goods embody foreign technology that is extracted

by the recipient country and contributes to the domestic stock of abatement technology.

To reflect this, we construct ψ as the import-share-weighted average of the technology

stock of trade partners, as in Coe and Helpman (1995). Our main variable capturing the

abatement technology stock available in a foreign partner is the discounted cumulative

count since 1980 of patents for climate change mitigation technologies related to energy

32The standard technology diffusion channel associated with trade is that of diffusion through its
embodiment in internationally traded goods. However, Grossman and Helpman (1991) have also argued
that knowledge varies according to the number of contacts between domestic and foreign agents, which
in turn are directly proportional to trade flows.

33This assumes that technology diffusion is not only a trade-related phenomenon but also local in
nature. However it might be argued that what matters is a global technological pool (Fracasso and
Vittucci Marzetti, 2015). We test a variable reflecting a global, trade-unrelated, diffusion process in
Section 6. This latter variable is conceptually similar to that constructed by Lovely and Popp (2011).

34Export flows can also affect domestic technology (Falvey et al., 2004). Section 6 investigates and
discusses that possibility.
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generation, transmission, or distribution.35 This approach builds on earlier literature

suggesting the use of patent data as a proxy for the output of the innovation process

(Griliches, 1990; Dechezlepretre et al., 2013). The patents used to construct the stock

are those applied for at the European Patent Office. We sorted the patents by priority

date, which is closest to the actual inventive activity, and assigned each individual patent

is to the inventor’s country of residence. Figure 4 shows the import-share-weighted foreign

knowledge stock for selected OECD and non-OECD countries.
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Figure 4. Foreign knowledge stock (import-weighted)

It is possible, however, that since the weights used add up to one, they do not ad-

equately capture the effect of the level of imports (Coe and Helpman, 1995). Yet one

might expect that two countries facing the same composition of imports are affected

differently by a foreign partner’s knowledge stock depending on how much it imports rel-

ative to its GDP. Hence we include in our empirical investigation the interaction between

the potentially available foreign knowledge stock and the level of a country’s openness

to international trade, as measured by the share of imports in GDP (Coe and Helpman,

35Alternative knowledge stocks, based for instance on narrower patent categories can be constructed
(see, e.g., https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=PAT DEV). In Section 6, we also discuss
results based on stocks constructed with data on installed wind and solar generation capacity. The
stocks are calculated using a simplified version of the perpetual inventory method (OECD (Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development), 2009). Assumptions are made to calculate initial values
of net stocks. The discount rate used for the patents stock is 10 percent, which follows earlier literature
(Lovely and Popp, 2011; Hall et al., 2005); that for installed renewable capacity is 4 percent.
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1995; Lovely and Popp, 2011).

4.2.3 Information

In Section 3.4, we showed that the expected regulatory cost affects the equilibrium. The

literature on policy diffusion typically assumes that countries can learn from success-

ful policy implementation in other countries (rational Bayesian updating) or through

specific communication networks; that is, as foreign policy experience (αi) is accumu-

lated and/or abatement technology is deployed (σi), the expected fixed regulatory cost

decreases. Thus, we write Φ(αi, σi), with ∂Φ(αi,σi)
∂αi

< 0,∂Φ(αi,σi)
∂σi

< 0, and present the

following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 4. Policy implementation by jurisdictions with common cultural traits or a

shared communications network strengthens the domestic abatement equilibrium.

Proof. Follows immediately from Proposition 4.

We analyze the diffusion of this information through communication networks and

across countries with common cultural traits (e.g. a shared religion or language) or

institutional heritage (e.g., colonial). Information can be transmitted through private

and official bilateral contacts (Simmons and Elkins, 2004). Total bilateral trade is our

proxy for the intensity of private contacts, while membership in a preferential trading area

(PTA) captures the intensity of official contacts. Figure 5 shows that even countries that

did not implement carbon pricing or other climate change mitigation policies domestically

are exposed to it (e.g., Canada and the United States). Transmission across countries with

common cultural traits or institutional heritage is tested using dyadic weight matrices

capturing shared religion, common official language, and common colonizer. These and

the PTA dyadic matrix are taken from Head et al. (2010).

4.2.4 Control Mechanisms

In discussing the diffusion of policies across jurisdictions, it is important to control for

domestic political and economic conditions that could influence a jurisdiction’s adoption
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Figure 5. Private communications

of policies (Volden et al., 2008). This is because the observed adoption outcome(s) could

also reflect the fact that similar jurisdictions respond similarly, yet independently, to the

same issue. To control for these, an indicator of democracy and the share of electricity

generated from fossil fuel sources are included in the estimated models. This last variable

accounts for the fact that the impact on national income of a more stringent climate policy

in the power sector will be larger if it is heavily reliant on CO2-emitting technologies.
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Table 1. Summary statistics

Statistic N Min. Median Max. St. Dev.

Tax 3,182 0 0 1 0.200
ETS 3,182 0 0 1 0.316
FiT 3,182 0 0 1 0.433
RPS 3,182 0 0 1 0.248
Communication - private - Tax 3,182 0.000 0.011 0.310 0.049
Communication - private - ETS 3,182 0 0 1 0.238
Communication - private - FiT 3,182 0.008 0.343 0.913 0.253
Communication - private - RPS 3,182 0 0.1 1 0.158
Cultural sim. - language - Tax 3,182 0 0 2 0.367
Cultural sim. - religion - Tax 3,182 0 0.6 3 0.764
Cultural sim. - colon. - Tax 3,182 0 0 2 0.347
Communication - PTA - Tax 3,182 0 0 5 1.254
Cultural sim. - language - ETS 3,182 0 0 8 1.461
Cultural sim. - religion - ETS 3,182 0 0 15 4.302
Cultural sim. - colon. - ETS 3,182 0 0 4 0.859
Communication - PTA - ETS 3,182 0 0 24 3.711
Cultural sim. - language - FiT 3,182 0 1 19 3.434
Cultural sim. - religion - FiT 3,182 0.000 2.586 23.443 5.859
Cultural sim. - colon. - FiT 3,182 0 0 15 3.190
Communication - PTA - FiT 3,182 0 0 23 4.739
Cultural sim. - language - RPS 3,182 0 0 6 1.295
Cultural sim. - religion - RPS 3,182 0 0.2 8 1.977
Cultural sim. - colon. - RPS 3,182 0 0 2 0.441
Communication - PTA - RPS 3,182 0 0 7 1.286
Knowledge stock - local (imports) 3,182 0.222 5.192 45.340 6.474
Technology stock - local (imports) 3,182 0.713 1,726.457 55,790.460 6,615.558
Knowledge stock × imports 3,182 0.005 196.017 4,760.844 412.362
Technology stock × imports 3,182 0.459 65,288.310 5,226,810.000 386,361.700
Leakage - Tax 3,182 0.000 6.332 190.192 25.114
Leakage - ETS 3,182 0 0 381 88.161
Leakage - FiT 3,182 0.000 166.123 796.961 129.748
Leakage - RPS 3,182 0 52.5 662 83.149
Free riding - Tax 3,182 0 0.0 0 0.041
Free riding - ETS 3,182 0 0 0 0.050
Free riding - FiT 3,182 0.054 0.175 0.649 0.219
Free riding - RPS 3,182 0 0.1 1 0.186
% elec. from fossil fuels∗ 3,182 0.000 0.629 4.031 0.353
% elec. ff. × CO2 intensity∗ 3,182 0.000 213.241 6,272.304 343.205
Import shares 3,182 0.016 37.225 221.010 26.892
GDP per capita (PPP, 2017 constant USD)∗ 3,182 469.136 11,928.720 115,415.400 19,236.520
Electoral democracy index∗ 3,182 0.017 0.591 0.924 0.272

Variables marked with ∗ are scaled in the regressions so that a one-unit change represents a 10% deviation
from the mean. This aids with interpretation and follows Lovely and Popp (2011)
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5 Model Estimation

The approach taken in this paper follows the literature on policy and technology adop-

tion, which typically investigates such questions using survival, or time-to-event, analy-

sis.36 Most modern approaches to survival analysis focus on the estimation of the hazard

function, which determines the probability of occurrence of the event of interest in any

period and based on which the probability of survival, the survival function, can be de-

fined. In this approach, all units enter the sample in a somewhat arbitrarily determined

year from which jurisdictions are at risk of adopting the policy and leave as soon as a

failure (i.e., policy adoption) occurs.

The relationship between covariates and the probability of adoption can be specified

in a number of ways. We adopt a popular specification of the hazard function that

factors the hazard into a baseline hazard (which does not vary by country) and a factor

whose value depends on country-specific, time-varying, covariates; that is, it implies a

proportional relationship between the covariates and the baseline hazard function. A

canonical presentation of the proportional hazard function to be estimated is:

h(t,Xt,β) = h0(t) exp (X′tβ), (24)

where t denotes the year, β is the set of parameters to be estimated, and Xt is the set

of country-specific covariates.

Estimating the hazard function requires specifying the baseline hazard. We do not

have theoretical priors guiding the choice of the baseline hazard function and hence report

the results under three different assumptions for its functional form: Cox, exponential,

and Weibull. As noted by Lovely and Popp (2011), the exponential distribution assumes

that the baseline hazard is constant over time, whereas the other two distributions assume

a dependence on time. We report the estimation results of each of these models for each

of the four policies. We use robust standard errors in all the models to control for the

possibility that observations within a country are not independent (clustering) (Murillo

36See Simmons and Elkins (2004) and Lovely and Popp (2011) for analyses of policy adoption. See
also references in Lovely and Popp (2011) for studies on technology adoption.
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and Martinez-Gallardo, 2007).

Our sample starts in 1990, the year during which the first country-level carbon pricing

mechanism (Finland) and the second feed-in tariff scheme (Germany) were introduced,

and ends in 2016, the last year for which patent data are available. More generally,

the early 1990s correspond to a period of increased international climate policy activity

(the UNFCCC was signed in 1992), which is likely to have prompted domestic action.

In addition, as in Lovely and Popp (2011) and Murillo and Martinez-Gallardo (2007),

a country drops out of the sample after adoption, effectively leaving us with a different

total number of observations for each policy analyzed. Among these observations, several

of our units of observation are right-censored, as the policy had not been adopted by the

end of our observation period.

5.1 Results

Estimations of our main models (Table 2) are based on the full sample of countries. Our

comments are based primarily on the results of the Cox and Weibull models. Only the

exponential model is able to robustly estimate coefficients of variables with a trend, and

which exhibit little cross-country variation, relative to variation over time. In other cases,

the variable is collinear with the baseline hazard trend. Since this is the case for some

of our variables (e.g., the average global policy and, to an extent, the local knowledge

stock), we report results of this model as well.

Hypothesis 1: National income. The estimated coefficients suggest that higher

income per capita raises the probability of adoption of RPS, ETS, and carbon taxes but

lowers that of FiT. The effects are small, however, and only precisely estimated in the

case of an ETS. In that case, a 10 percent increase in income per capita would raise the

likelihood of adoption by 5 percent.37 Yet this result is likely driven primarily by EU-ETS

countries.

The context of adoption of these policies, which we described in the introduction, helps

37Based on the estimated coefficient in the Cox model: exp(0.051) = 1.052.
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in understanding these results. As Figure 1 showed, for countries that have adopted

these policies, the GDP per capita at the time of adoption varies significantly. More

specifically, in the case of FiT, the GDP per capita of countries adopting feed-in tariffs

seems to decrease over time. This suggests that national income per capita might not be

the main determinant of policy adoption, at least in the case of FiT. This is in contrast

to the result reported by Lovely and Popp (2011) for coal plant regulations but is in line

with the analysis by Alizada (2018), who looks specifically at adoption of FiT and RPS.

It is worth noting, however, that there is a key difference between carbon pricing

mechanisms and the other two policies: the former seem to have been thus far introduced

in high income countries (as per 2019 World Bank categories) whereas the latter have been

adopted in countries with relatively lower income. The implementation of carbon pricing

mechanisms is complicated by the fact that they make the cost of emissions explicit to

emitters, so their enactment is more difficult from a political economy standpoint.

Hypothesis 2: Free riding and leakage. We argued in Section 3 that reduced free

riding and risk of carbon leakage could raise the probability of policy adoption. Reduced

risk of free riding due to policy adoption by other countries does not appear to play

a significant role in policy adoption so far. Our model estimates do not identify any

discernible effect, and one that consistent across policies. These inconclusive results are

in line with those of Simmons and Elkins (2004) on the diffusion of liberal economic

policies.

The evidence regarding the role of leakage risk is mixed. Estimates are consistent

with our theoretical prediction in the case of ETS. An increase in the import-weighted

stringency of climate policy (i.e., a reduction in the leakage risk), is positively related to

the probability of adoption. All else equal, a 1 percentage point increase in the share of

imports covered by an emissions trading system would raise domestic adoption probability

by 1 percent. Estimates show a negligible effect for other policies. For FiT and RPS, this

may be unsurprising, as the former is a direct subsidy to the deployment of renewable

generation capacity and the latter imposes only an indirect cost to industrial consumers

of electricity.
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Hypothesis 3: Knowledge stock. We next turn to the role of the knowledge stock.

Results from the Cox and Weibull models suggest that, overall, the local, import-weighted,

knowledge stock raises the probability of adoption of both RPS and carbon taxes. In par-

ticular, a 100-unit increase in the import-weighted patent stock raises the probability of

adoption by 30 percent in the case of RPS or 34 percent in the case of carbon taxes. For

both policies, the effect is consistent across all three estimated models. The estimated

effect for FiT and ETS is inconsistent across models, and an order of magnitude smaller

(1–2 percent) in the case of FiT. The former might be explained by the fact that by

2005, when the EU introduced its emission trading system, the stock of patents relating

to GHG-free technologies in the power sector had not grown significantly, and that a

limited number of countries introduced ETS independently from the EU ETS between

then and the end of our sample (2016). Moreover, these trading systems were introduced

in both innovating and non-innovating countries, with respect to GHG-abating technolo-

gies. For the former, this would suggest that the adoption of ETS preceded rather than

followed technological innovation. For the latter, it suggests that other factors played a

more determinant role in policy adoption. One possible explanation is that feed-in tariffs

were introduced precisely to support the deployment of renewable energy technologies,

at least in innovating countries. The technological stock might have influenced adoption

of FiT in noninnovating countries. (Section 6.1.1 investigates effects specific to noninno-

vating countries.) Interestingly, the results also indicate that, compared with the base

level of technology, an increase in the import share of a country reduces the probability

of adoption. This effect is small, however: a 1 percentage point increase reduces the

likelihood of adoption by 0.6 percent.

Hypothesis 4: Information. Information drawn from culturally similar peers does

not seem to be a strong driver of policy adoption. Two measures of cultural similarity,

common language and common religion, relate negatively to the probability of policy

adoption across all four policies. We take this to suggest that these policies have been

introduced in a culturally diverse group of countries. One notable exception to this

narrative is for FiT, which seem to have diffused more rapidly within groups of countries
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with common legacy institutions, as captured by the policies of countries with which

they share a common colonizer. Adoption by one more country with whom a jurisdiction

shares such legacy raises the probability of adoption by about 4–14 percent.

We find no robust evidence that structured communication networks play a consistent

role in the adoption of climate policy. Results suggest that official channels of commu-

nication (as proxied by PTA membership) have a positive impact on adoption of FiT,

RPS, and ETS and a negative impact on the adoption of carbon taxes. However, only

in the case of ETS is the associated coefficient estimated with reasonable confidence.

This result is very likely driven by the countries participating in the EU ETS, which are

economically and institutionally integrated.

Finally, our estimation results suggest a strong and statistically robust positive impact

of the strength of the electoral democracy on the probability of adoption of all policies

analyzed here. In other words, countries in which electoral democracy is sustained tend to

have introduced the policies earlier. We also note that the share of electricity from fossil

fuels is positively related to adoption—a 10% increase in that share raises the probability

of adoption by 3–10%—but this effect is imprecisely estimated.
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Table 2. Estimation results

Cox Weibull

Cox parametric
prop. hazards prop. hazards

FiT RPS ETS Tax FiT RPS ETS Tax FiT RPS ETS Tax

Free riding 0.174 0.670 21.647 2.654
(1.488) (2.522) (17.350) (10.404)

Leakage −0.001 −0.000 0.008∗∗∗ −0.007 −0.002 −0.001 0.018∗∗∗ −0.006 −0.000 −0.000 0.009∗ −0.007
(0.002) (0.007) (0.005) (0.027) (0.002) (0.007) (0.005) (0.029) (0.002) (0.006) (0.005) (0.029)

Cultural sim. - colon. 0.133∗∗ −0.620 0.143 0.936 0.042 −0.835 0.017 0.747 0.100∗∗ −0.560 0.250 0.810
(0.054) (0.881) (0.279) (1.131) (0.047) (0.852) (0.277) (1.115) (0.046) (0.816) (0.279) (1.122)

Cultural sim. - com. lang −0.124∗∗ −0.254 −0.246∗∗ −0.826 −0.171∗∗∗ −0.325∗ −0.363∗∗ −0.532 −0.128∗∗ −0.195 −0.251∗ −0.580
(0.055) (0.189) (0.140) (0.960) (0.055) (0.190) (0.151) (0.868) (0.052) (0.192) (0.140) (0.876)

Cultural sim - religion −0.044 −0.254∗ 0.002 −1.887∗∗∗ −0.069∗ −0.215 0.037 −1.314∗∗ −0.032 −0.196 0.009 −1.374∗∗

(0.037) (0.153) (0.051) (0.728) (0.036) (0.150) (0.053) (0.560) (0.036) (0.151) (0.051) (0.570)
Communication - official 0.028 0.041 0.059∗∗∗ −0.246 0.023 0.206 0.153∗∗∗ −0.093 0.009 0.069 0.020 −0.124

(0.029) (0.185) (0.055) (0.383) (0.020) (0.129) (0.037) (0.272) (0.024) (0.136) (0.025) (0.281)
Communication - private 1.798 −2.833 1.663 10.730 −0.706 −10.446∗∗ 2.260 5.510 1.672 0.345 2.167 5.847

(1.249) (3.785) (2.234) (14.285) (1.165) (4.214) (2.311) (15.015) (1.189) (3.130) (2.284) (16.082)
Local knowledge stock (KS) 0.016 0.260∗∗∗ −0.040 0.313∗∗∗ −0.086∗∗ 0.214∗∗∗ −0.302∗∗∗ 0.201∗∗ −0.002 0.224∗∗∗ 0.018 0.218∗∗

(0.047) (0.084) (0.091) (0.122) (0.043) (0.078) (0.103) (0.100) (0.043) (0.076) (0.071) (0.103)
Local KS × import share −0.000 −0.006∗∗∗ 0.000 −0.005∗∗ −0.000 −0.008∗∗∗ 0.001 −0.004∗ −0.000 −0.005∗∗∗ −0.000 −0.004∗

(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.003) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002)
% elec. from fossil fuel 0.026 0.037 0.043∗∗ 0.058 0.041∗ 0.018 0.074∗∗ 0.074 0.032 0.041 0.054 0.072

(0.023) (0.049) (0.037) (0.053) (0.023) (0.050) (0.037) (0.076) (0.021) (0.041) (0.034) (0.071)
GDP per capita −0.011 0.020 0.051∗∗∗ 0.028 −0.005 0.042∗ 0.097∗∗∗ 0.010 −0.009 0.018 0.041∗∗ 0.013

(0.014) (0.025) (0.022) (0.047) (0.014) (0.025) (0.024) (0.050) (0.014) (0.024) (0.020) (0.051)
Electoral dem. index 0.200∗∗∗ 0.186∗∗∗ 0.260∗∗ 0.478∗∗∗ 0.250∗∗∗ 0.215∗∗∗ 0.448∗∗∗ 0.505∗∗ 0.201∗∗∗ 0.167∗∗∗ 0.274∗∗∗ 0.503∗∗∗

(0.038) (0.064) (0.103) (0.161) (0.040) (0.065) (0.144) (0.197) (0.038) (0.062) (0.103) (0.193)
Constant 3.171∗∗∗ 3.144∗∗∗ 3.488∗∗∗ 7.052∗∗∗ 6.795∗∗∗ 8.102∗∗∗ 12.413∗∗∗ 10.330∗∗∗

(0.105) (0.114) (0.074) (1.488) (0.333) (0.514) (1.857) (1.305)
log(shape) 1.583∗∗∗ 2.064∗∗∗ 2.933∗∗∗ 0.553∗

(0.099) (0.149) (0.129) (0.289)
Observations 2,453 2,994 2,857 3,059 2,453 2,994 2,857 3,059 2,453 2,994 2,857 3,059

R2 0.022 0.010 0.034 0.010

Max. possible R2 0.212 0.064 0.107 0.030
Log-likelihood −265.833 −84.285 −112.684 −32.060 −371.945 −130.126 −82.421 −77.509 −440.150 −167.554 −166.067 −78.975
Wald test (df = 11) 60.080∗∗∗ 30.740∗∗∗ 279.550∗∗∗ 34.560∗∗∗

LR test (df = 11) 53.742∗∗∗ 31.022∗∗∗ 98.888∗∗∗ 30.141∗∗∗

Score (Logrank) test (df = 11) 51.958∗∗∗ 22.141∗∗ 100.037∗∗∗ 23.617∗∗

Note: ∗∗∗p < 0.01,∗∗ p < 0.05,∗ p < 0.1
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6 Discussion and Robustness Checks

To check the robustness of our main results, we estimate a number of additional models.

First, we test whether our main diffusion mechanisms are present for (i) noninnovating

countries; and (ii) for policy aggregates (i.e., when carbon pricing policies and FiT +

RPS are considered as part of the same group of policies). Second, we investigate the

role of potential alternative diffusion mechanisms.

6.1 Robustness of Diffusion Channels

6.1.1 Noninnovating Countries

We mentioned in Section 5.1 that the dynamics of policy adoption for large innovators may

differ from those of noninnovating countries. One reason for this is that early adopters of

a given policy are often also innovators in the technologies most immediately targeted by

it, and policy adoption might have preceded technological development. To shed light on

this theoretical possibility, we investigate whether excluding innovating countries from

the sample changes the estimation results with respect to the effect of knowledge stock

on policy adoption. In particular, we estimate models excluding the innovators belonging

to the highest decile of countries’ cumulative discounted domestic patent stock in 2016,

which includes, in order, the United States, Germany, Japan, France, Korea, Denmark,

UK, Italy, Switzerland, and the Netherlands. The results are shown in Table 3.

The effect of the local knowledge stock on the adoption of climate policies in the pool

of noninnovating countries is in line with that uncovered by models estimated on the full

sample of countries. It is negatively related to the probability of adoption of FiT and ETS

but positively related to the adoption of RPS (and tax, but the estimate is less precise in

this case). This is consistent with the fact that FiTs have been introduced, early on in the

sample, as technology policies aiming to accelerate the development and deployment of

renewable electricity generation technologies, whereas RPS were introduced much later,

once a more advanced technological base had been developed. Turning to cultural sim-

ilarity, results are consistent with those obtained when estimating the models using the
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Table 3. Noninnovating countries

Cox
prop. hazards

FiT RPS ETS Tax

Leakage −0.003 −0.002 0.015∗∗∗ −0.012
(0.002) (0.007) (0.003) (0.040)

Cultural sim. - colon. 0.013 −1.028 0.118 1.159∗∗

(0.050) (0.863) (0.226) (1.084)
Cultural sim. - com. lang −0.182∗∗ −0.120 −0.271∗∗∗ −17.645∗∗∗

(0.064) (0.192) (0.146) (9,350.155)
Cultural sim - religion −0.072 −0.119 0.018 −1.105

(0.039) (0.142) (0.045) (0.712)
Communication - official 0.064∗∗∗ 0.185∗ 0.094∗∗∗ −0.043

(0.024) (0.160) (0.042) (0.331)
Communication - private −1.439 −7.644 0.612 −1.333

(1.269) (4.055) (1.475) (20.777)
Local knowledge stock (KS) −0.128∗∗ 0.159∗∗ −0.162∗∗∗ 0.177

(0.049) (0.075) (0.078) (0.107)
Local KS × import share −0.000 −0.007∗∗∗ 0.000 −0.004∗

(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.003)
% elec. from fossil fuel 0.054∗∗ 0.033 0.057∗∗ 0.017

(0.024) (0.053) (0.034) (0.093)
GDP per capita −0.001 0.058∗∗ 0.076∗∗∗ 0.027

(0.016) (0.029) (0.017) (0.058)
Electoral dem. index 0.261∗∗∗ 0.181∗∗ 0.367∗∗∗ 0.430∗∗∗

(0.042) (0.064) (0.103) (0.167)
Observations 2,341 2,796 2,684 2,848

R2 0.052 0.015 0.066 0.007

Max. possible R2 0.275 0.082 0.128 0.034
Log-likelihood −313.447 −98.840 −92.926 −39.104
Wald test (df = 11) 147.080∗∗∗ 33.600∗∗∗ 939.850∗∗∗ 1,273.870∗∗∗

LR test (df = 11) 125.516∗∗∗ 42.710∗∗∗ 183.086∗∗∗ 20.987∗∗

Score (Logrank) test (df = 11) 122.230∗∗∗ 33.207∗∗∗ 501.620∗∗∗ 17.133

Note: ∗∗∗p < 0.01,∗∗ p < 0.05,∗ p < 0.1

full sample. There is one notable difference with results previously obtained with regard

to the role of communication channels: a larger estimated (positive) effect on domestic

adoption of policy adoption by countries with which a jurisdiction has a PTA (official

communication channel).

6.1.2 Policy Aggregates

When seeking to abate power sector emissions, jurisdictions may decide to resort to

some, but not all, of the policy instruments analyzed here. In particular, it is possible

that they may use either of a carbon tax or emissions trading, and either of feed-in

tariffs or renewable portfolio standards. In other words, these policies may substitute for

one another. Therefore, we estimate the models in Table 1 for two aggregated groups

of policies: carbon pricing (tax and emissions trading) and technology policies (FiT and

RPS).38

38The construction of outcome and diffusion variables follows the same approach as for disaggregated
policies: policy indicator variables take the value of 1 when either carbon tax or emissions trading (FiT
or RPS) is implemented.
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Table 4. Policy aggregates

Cox Weibull

Cox parametric
prop. hazards prop. hazards

FiT or RPS Any pricing FiT or RPS Any pricing FiT or RPS Any pricing

Free riding 0.319 4.649
(1.342) (5.724)

Leakage 0.000 0.007∗ 0.000 0.010∗ 0.000 0.009∗

(0.002) (0.005) (0.002) (0.005) (0.002) (0.005)
Cultural sim. - colon. 0.119∗∗ 0.247 0.019 0.135 0.080∗ 0.231

(0.054) (0.226) (0.044) (0.216) (0.044) (0.219)
Cultural sim. - com. lang −0.148∗∗∗ −0.347∗∗∗ −0.190∗∗∗ −0.445∗∗∗ −0.143∗∗∗ −0.364∗∗∗

(0.050) (0.129) (0.048) (0.122) (0.047) (0.124)
Cultural sim - religion −0.037 −0.035 −0.064∗ −0.027 −0.030 −0.028

(0.034) (0.048) (0.033) (0.046) (0.033) (0.047)
Communication - official 0.029 0.033 0.037∗∗ 0.062∗∗ 0.018 0.027

(0.024) (0.047) (0.017) (0.025) (0.019) (0.023)
Communication - private 1.055 1.341 −2.228∗∗ −0.338 1.240 1.243

(1.231) (2.381) (1.065) (2.201) (1.145) (2.304)
Local knowledge stock (KS) 0.053 0.060 −0.058 −0.059 0.030 0.050

(0.044) (0.069) (0.043) (0.063) (0.039) (0.066)
Local KS × import share −0.001 −0.001 −0.000 0.000 −0.000 −0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
% elec. from fossil fuel 0.036 0.031 0.057∗∗∗ 0.042 0.040∗∗ 0.043

(0.023) (0.027) (0.021) (0.033) (0.020) (0.027)
GDP per capita −0.009 0.056∗∗∗ 0.004 0.064∗∗∗ −0.008 0.053∗∗∗

(0.013) (0.019) (0.013) (0.019) (0.013) (0.019)
Electoral dem. index 0.217∗∗∗ 0.351∗∗∗ 0.286∗∗∗ 0.452∗∗∗ 0.216∗∗∗ 0.381∗∗∗

(0.038) (0.087) (0.041) (0.099) (0.038) (0.092)
Constant 3.041∗∗∗ 4.021∗∗∗ 6.933∗∗∗ 10.403∗∗∗

(0.099) (0.216) (0.348) (0.792)
log(shape) 1.673∗∗∗ 1.754∗∗∗

(0.096) (0.139)
Observations 2,388 2,789 2,388 2,789 2,388 2,789

R2 0.028 0.038

Max. possible R2 0.228 0.120
Log-likelihood −275.689 −124.280 −376.718 −168.798 −454.474 −209.958
Wald test (df = 11) 82.450∗∗∗ 185.950∗∗∗

LR test (df = 11) 67.071∗∗∗ 108.573∗∗∗

Score (Logrank) test (df = 11) 66.053∗∗∗ 105.099∗∗∗

Note: ∗∗∗p < 0.01,∗∗ p < 0.05,∗ p < 0.1

6.2 Alternative Diffusion Channels

6.2.1 Global, Local or Domestic Knowledge

Because it is weighted by the bilateral share of imports, the knowledge stock proxy used

in our main models assumes that the foreign knowledge pool from which countries derive

spillovers is local in nature. Yet this is far from certain (Fracasso and Vittucci Marzetti,

2015), and countries could derive knowledge from a global knowledge stock. This is

the assumption in Lovely and Popp (2011). We test whether a global rather than local

knowledge stock affects policy adoption by constructing country-specific global knowledge

stocks. The country-specific global stock subtracts the domestic stock of patents from

the global stock. Results are indicative of some positive effect of the global knowledge

stock across all policies except carbon taxes. This effect is in the range of 1 percent

(ETS) to 7 percent (RPS) for every 100-unit increase in the global knowledge stock. It

is, however, imprecisely estimated. Finally, the identified effects do not seem to be driven

by the domestic knowledge stock.
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6.2.2 Knowledge Stock versus Technology Deployment

An open question is whether it is technology development or deployment that triggers

policy adoption. While patents measure the inventive activity and denote the potential

availability of a technology, installed capacity more closely reflects its commercial avail-

ability. Unlike patents, installed capacity has the advantage of measuring directly the

deployment (and availability) of two electricity generation technologies that have allowed

the power sector to significantly reduce CO2 emissions, especially over the last decade.

Increased cumulative installed capacity also has implications for technology learning.39

Technology deployment is captured by the total global wind and solar electricity gen-

eration net installed capacity. There is no discernible and consistent effect of global

technology deployment on policy adoption.

6.2.3 Technology Access within Integrated Markets

The first relates to technology access within a set of integrated markets such as that of the

European Union. The EU’s single market provides a high degree of economic integration

between member countries and significantly reduces the cost of cross-border trade. This

might influence the ease with which countries are able to access abatement technology

developed within it. To test the effect of the EU’s single market, we use the discounted

sum count of patents across partners belonging to the same market. To this end, we

construct dyadic matrix recording affiliation to the same market (the EU) for each pair

of countries in the sample in any given year between 1990 and 2016. The impact of the

EU specific knowledge stock is negligible in the case of all policies except ETS. In that

case, a 100-unit increase in the discounted patent stock raises the probability of adoption

by about 6.5 percent.

39Additional installed capacity increases the stock of technology from which other jurisdictions can
learn and contributes to the reduction of the (unit) cost of the technology through learning-by-doing
(Arrow, 1962). In the case of solar photovoltaics, for example, IRENA (International Renewable Energy
Agency) (2012) finds that costs decline by 22 percent for every doubling of capacity. Both of these effects
improve access to abatement technology.
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6.2.4 Disembodied Knowledge

The main channel of technology diffusion discussed so far is that of technology access

through imports. However, the literature notes that export flows can also affect domestic

technology (Falvey et al., 2004). Exports emphasize learning-by-doing and the “pure

idea exchange and knowledge spillovers gained from formal and informal contacts”(Funk,

2001), which can encourage more efficient employment of resources or stimulate new

indigenous technologies.40 The impact of disembodied knowledge (i.e. pure exchange of

ideas) on policy adoption is imprecisely estimated. It is negligible in the case of FiT,

positive (negative) but imprecisely estimated in the case of RPS (ETS). It is, however,

positive and relatively large in the case of carbon taxes: a 100-unit increase in the export-

weighted discounted patent stock raises the probability of adoption by 34 percent. Yet

this needs to be interpreted with caution, given the low number of adopters of carbon

taxes in the sample.

6.2.5 Peer Pressure

Fankhauser et al. (2016) suggest that peer pressure or suasion can play a role in the

international diffusion of policy (stringency). Frankel and Rose (2005) note that one may

observe the international ratcheting of environmental standards: when a “significant”

jurisdiction introduces more stringent environmental standards, others might follow suit.

The legal literature on environmental policy refers to this as the “California effect” (see,

e.g., Vogel (1995); Perkins and Neumayer (2012)). There is evidence, if only anecdo-

tal, that several jurisdictions (e.g. Norway, the European Union) are making relatively

stringent emissions reduction commitments at home and are actively encouraging other

jurisdictions to take steps toward climate change mitigation.

Several channels of suasion exist. We choose to analyze the effect of former colonial

relationships, which lasted until after 1945. We construct, for each country, a count of pol-

40There is also the theoretical possibility that competition in international markets might drive domes-
tic exporters to acquire and adapt foreign technologies. Evidence of a “trading-up” effect, i.e., the fact
that greater exports to jurisdictions with more stringent (environmental) regulations leads to a strength-
ening of domestic regulations, has been provided by Perkins and Neumayer (2012) for the automotive
industry.
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icy adoption by their respective former colonial powers using a dyadic matrix of bilateral

colonial relationships.41 Those colonial powers may still have significant economic and

institutional ties with their former colonies, which might provide them with some leverage

on policy choices of the latter. This effect is tested for FiT, RPS, and ETS, but not for

carbon taxes as there is too little variation in the variable to provide robust estimates in

this case. Estimated coefficients suggest a positive relationship between policy adoption

by a former colonial power and the probability of adoption by its former colonies; with

the effect strongest in the case of RPS. However, the estimated effect cannot be robustly

differentiated from zero.

41Another possibility to exert pressure on partners, especially developing and emerging economies,
is through official development assistance (ODA). To gauge whether bilateral development assistance is
used to prompt recipient jurisdictions to introduce climate change mitigation legislation, we constructed
a proxy for partner jurisdictions’ policy stringency where the bilateral weights are the bilateral shares
of ODA between recipient and donor countries. However, models for the group of countries that are net
recipients of ODA were not robustly estimated and are therefore not reported.
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Table 5. Alternative channels: FiT and RPS

Cox
prop. hazards

SM DK Glob. Tech. dep. Colonizer Dom. SM DK Glob. Tech. dep. Colonizer Dom.

Leakage −0.001 −0.001 0.001 −0.001 −0.001 0.001 −0.001 −0.000 −0.007 −0.000 −0.001 −0.007
(0.002) (0.002) (0.004) (0.002) (0.002) (0.004) (0.008) (0.007) (0.009) (0.007) (0.007) (0.009)

Cultural sim. - colon. 0.137∗∗ 0.133∗∗ 0.209∗∗∗ 0.125∗∗ 0.133∗∗ 0.209∗∗∗ −0.605 −0.597 −0.700 −0.998 −0.953 −0.700
(0.055) (0.054) (0.076) (0.055) (0.054) (0.076) (0.886) (0.873) (0.940) (0.937) (0.981) (0.940)

Cultural sim. - language −0.119∗∗ −0.125∗∗ −0.162∗∗∗ −0.118∗∗ −0.125∗∗ −0.162∗∗∗ −0.291 −0.275 −0.025 −0.115 −0.311∗ −0.025
(0.055) (0.056) (0.064) (0.056) (0.056) (0.064) (0.191) (0.190) (0.217) (0.199) (0.204) (0.217)

Cultural sim. - relig. −0.043 −0.044 −0.037 −0.046 −0.043 −0.037 −0.258∗ −0.245 −0.134 −0.214 −0.256∗ −0.134
(0.037) (0.037) (0.042) (0.038) (0.039) (0.042) (0.157) (0.152) (0.155) (0.166) (0.155) (0.155)

Communication - official 0.028 0.029 0.017 0.028 0.028 0.017 0.049 0.039 −0.012 0.035 0.075 −0.012
(0.029) (0.029) (0.031) (0.028) (0.029) (0.031) (0.184) (0.185) (0.189) (0.184) (0.190) (0.189)

Communication - private 1.541 1.767 0.958 1.703 1.793 0.958 −2.887 −2.819 −4.627 −4.467 −2.508 −4.627
(1.298) (1.296) (1.831) (1.249) (1.252) (1.831) (3.726) (3.818) (4.667) (3.868) (3.754) (4.667)

Local knowledge stock (KS) 0.019 0.019 −0.055 0.015 0.016 −0.055 0.241∗∗∗ 0.209∗∗ 0.265∗∗∗ 0.247∗∗∗ 0.271∗∗∗ 0.265∗∗∗

(0.047) (0.055) (0.061) (0.047) (0.047) (0.061) (0.085) (0.102) (0.097) (0.084) (0.086) (0.097)
Local KS × import share −0.000 −0.000 −0.001 −0.000 −0.000 −0.001 −0.006∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗∗ −0.008∗∗∗ −0.007∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗∗ −0.008∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Knowledge stock EU 0.005 −0.007

(0.006) (0.008)
Disembodied knowledge −0.003 0.040

(0.031) (0.049)
Global foreign KS 0.016 0.054

(0.029) (0.049)
Global renewables cap. 0.071 0.339

(0.123) (0.282)
Peer pressure - colonizer 0.011 0.712

(0.156) (0.862)
Domestic KS −0.016 −0.054

(0.029) (0.049)
% elec. from fossil fuel 0.024 0.027 0.039 0.028 0.026 0.039 0.045 0.038 0.087∗ 0.055 0.032 0.087∗

(0.024) (0.024) (0.028) (0.023) (0.024) (0.028) (0.049) (0.049) (0.057) (0.048) (0.049) (0.057)
GDP per capita −0.014 −0.012 −0.019 −0.008 −0.012 −0.019 0.025 0.023 0.039∗ 0.045∗ 0.016 0.039∗

(0.015) (0.014) (0.017) (0.015) (0.014) (0.017) (0.025) (0.025) (0.029) (0.026) (0.025) (0.029)
Electoral dem. index 0.196∗∗∗ 0.201∗∗∗ 0.216∗∗∗ 0.202∗∗∗ 0.201∗∗∗ 0.216∗∗∗ 0.209∗∗∗ 0.188∗∗∗ 0.167∗∗ 0.210∗∗∗ 0.190∗∗∗ 0.167∗∗

(0.038) (0.038) (0.049) (0.038) (0.038) (0.049) (0.070) (0.065) (0.069) (0.066) (0.064) (0.069)
Observations 2,453 2,453 1,509 2,453 2,453 1,509 2,994 2,994 1,991 2,994 2,994 1,991

R2 0.022 0.022 0.030 0.022 0.022 0.030 0.011 0.011 0.013 0.012 0.011 0.013

Max. possible R2 0.212 0.212 0.256 0.212 0.212 0.256 0.064 0.064 0.079 0.064 0.064 0.079
Log-likelihood −265.502 −265.829 −200.291 −265.518 −265.831 −200.291 −83.871 −83.972 −68.798 −81.992 −83.968 −68.798
Wald test (df = 12) 60.140∗∗∗ 60.010∗∗∗ 41.030∗∗∗ 60.050∗∗∗ 61.020∗∗∗ 41.030∗∗∗ 37.470∗∗∗ 37.860∗∗∗ 19.250∗ 36.160∗∗∗ 32.650∗∗∗ 19.250∗

LR test (df = 12) 54.405∗∗∗ 53.750∗∗∗ 45.892∗∗∗ 54.373∗∗∗ 53.746∗∗∗ 45.892∗∗∗ 31.850∗∗∗ 31.648∗∗∗ 26.748∗∗∗ 35.607∗∗∗ 31.656∗∗∗ 26.748∗∗∗

Score (Logrank) test (df = 12) 54.327∗∗∗ 52.075∗∗∗ 39.161∗∗∗ 52.358∗∗∗ 51.973∗∗∗ 39.161∗∗∗ 23.216∗∗ 22.892∗∗ 15.161 24.631∗∗ 22.518∗∗ 15.161

Note: ∗∗∗p < 0.01,∗∗ p < 0.05,∗ p < 0.1
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Table 6. Alternative channels: ETS and Tax

Cox
prop. hazards

SM DK Glob. Tech. Dep. Dom. SM DK Glob. Tech. Dep. Dom.

Leakage 0.003 0.008∗∗ 0.007∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗ −0.009 −0.013 −0.023 −0.009 −0.023
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.026) (0.028) (0.032) (0.028) (0.032)

Cultural sim. - colon. 0.126 0.118 0.090 0.135 0.090 0.850 0.993 0.988 0.982 0.988
(0.281) (0.281) (0.292) (0.282) (0.292) (1.018) (1.183) (1.107) (1.141) (1.107)

Cultural sim. - language −0.201∗∗ −0.239∗∗ −0.127 −0.241∗∗ −0.127 −0.925 −1.043 −0.895 −0.967 −0.895
(0.150) (0.141) (0.153) (0.141) (0.153) (0.934) (0.988) (0.956) (1.012) (0.956)

Cultural sim. - relig. 0.008 0.001 0.011 0.004 0.011 −1.941∗∗∗ −1.774∗∗∗ −1.929∗∗∗ −2.036∗∗∗ −1.929∗∗∗

(0.051) (0.051) (0.053) (0.051) (0.053) (0.737) (0.741) (0.749) (0.791) (0.749)
Communication - official 0.076∗∗∗ 0.060∗∗∗ 0.063∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗ 0.063∗∗∗ −0.230 −0.273 −0.267 −0.243 −0.267

(0.066) (0.055) (0.061) (0.055) (0.061) (0.384) (0.389) (0.389) (0.385) (0.389)
Communication - private 2.706 1.858 2.538 1.548 2.538 11.317 13.830 20.227 12.063 20.227

(2.399) (2.253) (2.377) (2.266) (2.377) (13.844) (14.282) (16.363) (14.731) (16.363)
Local knowledge stock (KS) −0.036 0.009 −0.104 −0.046 −0.104 0.256∗∗ 0.171 0.304∗∗ 0.321∗∗∗ 0.304∗∗

(0.090) (0.117) (0.122) (0.095) (0.122) (0.125) (0.188) (0.121) (0.125) (0.121)
Local KS × import share −0.000 0.000 −0.000 0.000 −0.000 −0.004∗ −0.004∗∗ −0.004∗∗ −0.005∗∗ −0.004∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Patent stock EU 0.060∗∗∗ −0.009

(0.020) (0.010)
Disembodied KS −0.060∗ 0.096

(0.092) (0.100)
Global foreign KS 0.014 −0.038∗

(0.035) (0.032)
Global renewables cap. 0.010 −0.037

(0.039) (0.053)
Domestic KS −0.014 0.038∗

(0.035) (0.032)
% elec. from fossil fuel −0.023 0.045∗∗ 0.036∗ 0.044∗∗ 0.036∗ 0.049 0.055 0.068 0.060 0.068

(0.041) (0.037) (0.038) (0.037) (0.038) (0.054) (0.054) (0.055) (0.055) (0.055)
GDP per capita 0.058∗∗∗ 0.049∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗ 0.052∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗ 0.036 0.023 0.003 0.021 0.003

(0.025) (0.022) (0.026) (0.022) (0.026) (0.047) (0.052) (0.058) (0.049) (0.058)
Electoral dem. index 0.212∗∗ 0.264∗∗∗ 0.209 0.267∗∗ 0.209 0.533∗∗∗ 0.517∗ 0.421∗∗ 0.480∗∗∗ 0.421∗∗

(0.107) (0.104) (0.118) (0.107) (0.118) (0.183) (0.203) (0.183) (0.165) (0.183)
Observations 2,857 2,857 1,844 2,857 1,844 3,059 3,059 2,045 3,059 2,045

R2 0.039 0.034 0.038 0.034 0.038 0.010 0.010 0.012 0.010 0.012

Max. possible R2 0.107 0.107 0.144 0.107 0.144 0.030 0.030 0.041 0.030 0.041
Log-likelihood −105.763 −112.460 −107.110 −112.644 −107.110 −31.575 −31.550 −30.649 −31.868 −30.649
Wald test (df = 12) 209.700∗∗∗ 305.300∗∗∗ 177.050∗∗∗ 282.090∗∗∗ 177.050∗∗∗ 40.400∗∗∗ 29.060∗∗∗ 32.130∗∗∗ 32.730∗∗∗ 32.130∗∗∗

LR test (df = 12) 112.730∗∗∗ 99.335∗∗∗ 71.752∗∗∗ 98.968∗∗∗ 71.752∗∗∗ 31.111∗∗∗ 31.160∗∗∗ 24.993∗∗ 30.523∗∗∗ 24.993∗∗

Score (Logrank) test (df = 12) 135.459∗∗∗ 100.203∗∗∗ 64.260∗∗∗ 100.053∗∗∗ 64.260∗∗∗ 24.694∗∗ 25.359∗∗ 23.461∗∗ 23.723∗∗ 23.461∗∗

Note: ∗∗∗p < 0.01,∗∗ p < 0.05,∗ p < 0.1
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7 Conclusions

Under the architecture of the Paris Agreement, the stringency of the global climate policy

regime, and whether it is consistent with the temperature warming objective enshrined

in the agreement, is determined by the stringency of the policy regime of individual coun-

tries. The first step towards more stringent policy regimes is to adopt GHG emissions-

reducing policies, and one way to strengthen the global regime is through their widespread

international adoption of these policies. This places the emphasis squarely back on uni-

lateral climate policy actions and their domestic determinants. Such determinants are, in

turn, affected by developments in the international technological and policy environment.

This sequence of dependence is at the core of the policy diffusion process that we have

discussed in this paper.

Our analysis focused on three sets of determinants of domestic policy adoption: (i)

national income, free riding, and leakage risk; (ii) GHG abatement technology and (iii) ex-

pected policy implementation cost. We highlighted how each might be affected by changes

in the international policy or technological environment. Specifically, we hypothesized

that (i) increased per capita income (Hypothesis 1) (ii) reduced free-riding and leakage

risk from increased policy adoption by foreign partners (Hypothesis 2(a) and 2(b)), (iii)

access to improved foreign abatement technology (Hypothesis 3), (iv) learning from pol-

icy adoption by foreign jurisdictions (Hypothesis 4) could all independently lead to more

stringent domestic policy. Our analysis offered some insights with regard to each of these

hypotheses. First, higher income per capita raises the probability of adoption of RPS,

ETS, and carbon taxes but lowers that of FiT. However, the estimated effects are small,

which suggests that other factors play a role in policy adoption. Second, a reduction in

the leakage risk increases the probability of adoption of carbon pricing mechanisms, but

not of nonprice policies. Given that the risk of induced leakage is greatest for carbon

pricing policies, this is perhaps unsurprising. However, an interesting corollary is that

carbon pricing mechanisms face better odds of adoption if implemented by all members

of a group of trade-integrated countries. Third, the accumulation of knowledge on abate-

ment technologies raises the probability of adoption of all policies analyzed here, except
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ETS. The effect is strongest and most robustly estimated for RPS and carbon taxes.

This is in line with the observed development of climate policy over the period of our

sample. Indeed, feed-in tariff policies have been introduced primarily in support of the

development of specific technologies whereas RPS and carbon pricing mechanisms were

introduced once a more mature and less costly technological base had been developed.

Finally, there is little empirical evidence in support of our fourth hypothesis, suggesting

that the policies analyzed in this paper were adopted by an institutionally and culturally

diverse set of countries.

Overall, this suggests that factors other than countries’ income per capita have been

driving climate policy adoption thus far, at least in the power sector. This implies that

rising income per capita (and willingness to pay for global environmental quality) may

not be the only way to induce policy adoption by currently lower-income countries. In

fact, while improving aggregate economic conditions would likely improve the prospects

of policy adoption, other channels might prove more effective. Importantly, however,

these channels hinge on the external effects of unilateral climate change mitigation pol-

icy or technology developments. In particular, in contrast to some of the results in

the top-down environmental coalition formation literature, our results suggest that per-

suading key countries to adopt tighter climate change mitigation policy frameworks or

develop emissions abatement technologies might result in simultaneous or sequential pol-

icy strengthening by other jurisdictions. For example, the implications, in terms of policy

diffusion and strengthening, of China adopting a more stringent policy regime may well

be much more significant than those of a similar action by a smaller country, such as

Vietnam. In 2018, China represented on average 20 percent of total imports among East

Asia and Pacific countries. Given this, and the relatively high CO2 intensity of its power

sector (627g/kWh in 2016), a more stringent domestic policy targeting that sector could

substantially raise the odds of adoption of more stringent climate policies in these coun-

tries. On the other hand, further technological innovations by countries like the United

States and Germany, which are well integrated in the international trading system, hold

the highest potential for international technological spillovers.
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Our discussion also emphasizes the importance of bilateral relationships for the im-

plementation of domestic environmental policies, providing a new perspective on the

emergence of bottom-up climate coalitions and the role that international institutional

architecture may play in it. Relatedly, it suggests that we might have to revisit our as-

sessment of the multilateral approach to climate change mitigation. Indeed, although we

must be disappointed when international environmental agreements set lenient targets,

it is possible that their very existence and architecture will foster the bilateral exchange

of policy ideas or abatement technologies, which, in turn, would increase the “unilateral”

ambition of jurisdictions. In that respect, we believe that the European experience holds

particularly strong insights for future climate policy developments. Indeed, integration,

be it through trade or broader institutional arrangements, seems to foster policy dif-

fusion by enhancing access to technological advances within the integrated group and

strengthening the policy signal.

We started our investigation by asking whether a process of policy diffusion could

help bring the noncooperative GHG emissions outcome enshrined in the Paris Agreement

in closer alignment with its temperature warming objective. Enough time has elapsed

since 1990 to shed some light on this question. We believe that the results presented

in this study provide some support for the existence of policy diffusion mechanisms.

In that sense, unilateral adoption of climate policies and/or development of abatement

technologies by some jurisdictions may diffuse beyond their domestic border and induce

enhanced GHG emissions reductions by other jurisdictions.
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A Theoretical Appendix

A.1 Abatement Function

Define the abatement technology as A(eP , vA), where eP is the potential amount of pol-

lution produced and vA is the (absolute) amount of resources allocated to abatement.

A(.) is a CRS activity. Then, e = eP − A(eP , vA) ⇔ e = eP (1 − A(1, vA/eP )). Now,

recall that without abatement activity, eP = x = ΩB(.) and vA/B(.) = φ. Hence,

e = ΩB(.)(1− A(1, φ)) where we have defined (1− A(1, φ)), as χ(φ).

A.2 Pollution as Input

We start by rearranging equation (3) to obtain an explicit analytical expression of abate-

ment effort, φ = χ−1[e/(ΩB(Kx, Lx))]. Substituting this expression in equation (2) we

can then write

x =

(
1− χ−1

[
e

ΩB(Kx, Lx)

])
B(Kx, Lx). (A.1)

This clearly shows that net production of the dirty good depends on (i) potential pro-

duction, which in turn depends on the amount of resources the economy allocates to the

dirty sector; (ii) the number of emission units available to the sector. Importantly, the

effect of both factors on net production depends on their effect on abatement effort.

Hence, we next show that ∂χ−1(.)/∂e < 0 and ∂χ−1(.)/∂B(.) > 0, which implies that

an increase in available emissions units lowers abatement effort and raises net production.

Indeed, define C ≡ e/B(Kx, Lx). By the inverse function theorem, we know that χ−1(.)

satisfies ∂χ−1(.)/∂C < 0. By the definition of C, we have ∂C/∂e > 0 and ∂C/∂B(.) < 0.

Hence we must have ∂χ−1(.)/∂e < 0, ∂χ−1(.)/∂B(.) > 0.42

Finally, equation (A.1) is simplified if we define the abatement function as χ(φ) =

42This leads to two interesting observations: first, an increase in emissions allowance raises net output
of good x; second, an increase in potential output B(.) affects net output via a production channel and
an abatement channel. The first one straightforwardly tends to raise production, and higher potential
production leads to higher actual production. The second tends to lower actual production and is more
indirect: χ(φ) gives the abatement efforts as a function of the ratio of unabated to total potential
emissions. Hence, when potential production (and emissions) increases, that ratio decreases, for a given
level of actual emissions. This requires an increase in abatement efforts, which, in turn, depresses net
output. Whether one or the other effect dominates is eventually an empirical question, but it seems
plausible to assume that the former outweighs the latter.
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(1 − φ)1/α. This expression satisfies the properties imposed earlier on the abatement

technology and implies that there are diminishing returns to abatement effort. We then

have φ = 1−
(

e
ΩB(Kx,Lx)

)
and we can rewrite (A.1) as

x =
( e

Ω

)α
B(Kx, Lx)

1−α. (A.2)

A.3 Firms’ Profit Maximization

The firms in the Y sector does not pollute and the profit function is thus

πy = pF (Ky, Ly)− wLy − rKy. (A.3)

In the X (dirty) sector,

πx = pX(Kx, Lx)− wLx − rKx − δe

= p(1− αΩ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
net producer price

X(Kx, Lx)− wLx − rKx. (A.4)

We derive the second equality by substituting e for its value, given by equation (5),

and rearranging the terms. Next, recalling that

δ e
Ω

px
= α (A.5)

and that 0 < α < 1 and 0 < Ω ≤ 1, it is easy to see that αΩ represents the share

of pollution payments in total value added. We note two observations. First, assuming

constant α, a decrease in the share of pollution payments can be interpreted as reflecting a

decrease in Ω—that is, an improvement in abatement technology. Second, as Ω decreases,

the net revenue (i.e., revenue net of pollution permit payment) increases.

This together with the relative price of the good determines the allocation of resources

between sectors. Indeed, recalling our perfect competition assumption, Euler’s theorem,

and the fact that labor and capital are inelastically supplied, we have

FK = p(1− αΩ)XK = r ; FL = p(1− αΩ)XL = w,

where XK , XL and FK , FL denote the marginal productivity of factors in sectors X and Y ,
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respectively; that is, factors of production are remunerated at the value of their marginal

product, which, since both sectors trade inputs in the same markets, is equalized across

sectors. Rearranging the above yields,

FK
XK

=
FL
XL

= p(1− αΩ) ≡ S. (A.6)

This is the equilibrium resource allocation condition.

Based on that condition, we note that when Ω decreases (i.e., abatement technology

improves), “payments to pollution” per unit of dirty good produced decrease, making the

dirty good sector relatively more attractive and inducing a reallocation of the economy’s

resources from the clean to the dirty good sector. In other words, an improvement in the

abatement technology induces a change in the composition of the economy.

Finally, equation (A.6) provides an interesting result: the effect of a change in relative

price on resource allocation varies with the abatement technology Ω; that is, define Ωhigh

and Ωlow, denoting poor and good abatement technology, respectively. Then

∂S

∂p

∣∣∣∣
Ωhigh

<
∂S

∂p
.

∣∣∣∣
Ωlow

(A.7)

When a jurisdiction has good abatement technology, a change in the relative price of the

dirty good will induce a larger reallocation of resources from the clean to the dirty sector.

A.4 Prices, Emissions Intensity, and Abatement Efforts

It now becomes possible to derive an expression of φ in terms of prices. Using equation (5)

to note that total emissions are equal to e = ix, we can rewrite the production function

(A.2) as

x =

(
ix

Ω

)α
B(Kx, Lx)

1−α.

Yet, we also know that x = (1− φ)B(Kx, Lx). Hence,

i = (1− φ)(1−α)/αΩ, (A.8)
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which suggests that the emissions intensity of the economy decreases in two cases: when

more resources are devoted to abatement and when the abatement technology improves.

Now, substituting i for its expression in equation (5) yields

αΩp

δ
= (1− φ)(1−α)/αΩ

and we can therefore write

φ = 1−
(αp
δ

)α/(1−α)

. (A.9)

As it turns out, abatement effort is independent from Ω, the abatement technology

quality. However, an improvement in abatement technology might affect equilibrium

abatement effort through its effect on equilibrium emissions price.

In a general equilibrium context, the total effect of a (positive) technological change in

abatement comes in two ways. First, for a given (equilibrium) price of emissions, pollution

payments per unit of dirty good decrease, inducing a shift of inputs from the clean to

the dirty sector and hence stimulating production in the latter; this is the composition

effect identified in Section A.2, which tends to raise pollution demand. Second, the

technological improvement also induces a reduction in the emissions intensity of the dirty

sector—a technique effect, which tends to reduce pollution demand.

If the technique effect is stronger than the composition effect, then an improvement in

abatement technology will lead to a decrease in pollution demand. The ensuing downward

adjustment in equilibrium emissions price δ will induce a decrease in abatement effort.

A.5 Regulatory Threshold

The present discussion is based on Copeland and Taylor (2003). We adopt a constant

relative risk aversion utility function for the consumption component of utility and a

constant marginal disutility of emissions. Therefore, the indirect utility function becomes

V (p, I, E) =
[I/ω(p)]1−η

1− η
− λE, with η 6= 1,
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where E = E−i + ei. For simplicity, it is assumed that the economy produces only one

(dirty) good so that income is

I = p
(ei

Ω

)α
B(K,L)1−α.

To find equilibrium emissions, we derive the inverse pollution demand

αp
(ei

Ω

)α−1

Ω−1B(K,L)1−α ⇔ α p
(ei

Ω

)α
B(K,L)1−α︸ ︷︷ ︸
=I

(
Ei
Ω

)−1

Ω−1 ⇔ α

ei
I (A.10)

and the pollution supply

− VEi
VR
⇔ − −λ[

(I/β(p))−η

β(p)

] .⇔ −λβ(p)

R−η
(A.11)

Equating (A.10) and (A.11) and solving for ei yields

ei =
α

λ
R1−η. (A.12)

Substituting (A.12) in the utility function leads to

V R(p, I, E) =

[
1

1− η
− α

]
R1−η − λE−i. (A.13)

At this stage, we can note that if the economy incurs a fixed cost of regulation, income

will be reduced. Indeed, suppose that regulation is expected to require (K̄, L̄) of resources

(i.e., E(K̄, L̄) ≡ Φ); then the expected resources available for production are (K−K̄, L−

L̄), the potential production becomes BR ≡ B(K − K̄, L− L̄), and income is

IR = p
(ei

Ω

)α
(BR)1−α.

If the expected cost of regulation decreases, then income increases following an increase

in potential output. As a result, utility under regulation is now higher at any level of

initial endowment in (K,L) of the economy. Formally, we have ∂V R/∂Φ < 0.

In the no-regulation case, no abatement takes place, so real income is equal to (potential)
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output and emissions are directly proportional to it. Utility is then defined as

V NR(p, I, E) =
R1−η

(1− η)
− λR− λE−i. (A.14)

It can be shown that (A.14) first rises and then declines with real income. V NR increases

over [0, η
√

1/λ[ and decreases over ] η
√

1/λ,+∞. Indeed, ∂V NR

∂R
= R−η − λ is positive

over [0, η
√

1/λ[, equals 0 in R = η
√

1/λ, and is negative over ] η
√

1/λ,+∞. Since V R is

monotonically increasing over the interval [0,+∞, there exists a unique level of income

such that V R = V NR and beyond which V R > V NR; that is, we can write Ī ≡ V R = V NR.

Given ∂V R/∂Φ < 0, we have ∂Ī/∂Φ > 0.
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